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COPPER BRASS 
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OPEN TIL 5 p.m. 
Location Seal Oovo Phone 624.§639 
IN DISPUTE 
Bennet t i s  fl F igne 
th reaten ing  ..... o re  rs  
legislation,_n  i are fleeing 
PreVlmi%(rRIABill (CP)enm~ the current dispute would be ~i~.~i . . . . . . . . .  i:! . .. . . . . .~/*~e ~i~!~i 
threatened Wednesday to Thepremierrefusedtosay ........ 
legislate a settlement in a ff the government would TEHRAN (AP) -- Hun- 
six-week labor dispute that imposeacentractantilement dredsofU.S, dependents left GAS PR  ICES  
has disrupted operations at or legislate an end to the Iran on Wednesday, joining the growing exodus of West Kontonay schools, dispute, then send the matter 
Bennett said the strike- to binding arbitration, foreign workers fleeing the MAY DOUBLE anti-government violence 
lockout of non.teaching Negotiations between that has enveloped the WASHINGTON (AP) --  He has already decided 
employees in four school Labor Minister Allan country. Oil production Alfred Kahn, the Carter that the reason for the 
districts has affected the Williams, the British continued to tumble became administration's chief spot shortages of 
education of area children Columbia. 'School Trustees of the three-day strike by inflation fighter, said unleaded gasoline-- 
and he will take action if the Association and the Iranian workers. Wednesday the U.S. gov- which most late-model 
two sides can't come to Canadian Union of Public "We're not taking any ernment soon may have cars require--is con- 
terms by 8 a.m. PST today. Employees, representing the chances," said one 
"It is of concern to them workers, broke down American woman. '"Those to chosse between tinustion of government 
rationing unleaded controls over the price of 
and their parents," the Tuesday night, troubles are getting on our gasoline or doubling its gasoline and other fuels. 
premier said. "They are ~ The workers have been off nerves. We've had death price. The longer the price of 
unwilling victims ot me the job in Nelson, Castlegar, i:!:: i!::: threats and abuse and we've "The tension between oil in the U.S. is held 
failure of the two sides to Trail and Grsad Forks since iii!i:!ii!il :ii!i just had enough, l don't knsw the inflation problem on below the world market 
bring resolution to this Oct. 26. : :  ~ : ff we'll come back again." one hand and the energy price, the sharper the dispute. The dispute has reduced :.::~ The U.S. and British em- .i i problem on the other is increase will be when "I  now say that this the schools' operating ~. hassles issued warnings to tearing us apart," Kahn controis finally end, Kahn 
dispute must be resolved. I schedules, mainly because of " ~ /:' said. "In the long run I said. am giving both parties until 8 a lack of heating. :;:~: : i their nationals to stay off the 
• . . . .  streets as fears grew that believe the government Kahn was testifying a.m. to resolve the dispute Bannett said he has the opponents of Shah • has to let the price of before a congressional through whatever means highost regard for teachers Mohammad Reza Pahlavi ' energy go up." committee investigating 
they can-through meetings, in the area', who have'been planned ashowdown Dec. 10- Kahn, chairman of the whether President 
through the collective working under difficult 11, the peak of religious 
bargaining system, conditions, but that those Council on Wage and Carter's program of fervor during the holy month Price Stability, said voluntary wage and price 
"If no resolution is corn- conditions are no longer of Moharram. economists shouldhave a guidelines has a chanceof 
pleted by that time, I willho acceptable. ' A similar warning to report ready within a success against inflation. 
asking the Speaker to recall Themain stumbling blocks Canadians working in the 
the lngislature for 10 a.m. in the dispute are wages and country was issued Tuesday week on how the shortage Speaking to reporters 
Friday." the union's desire to retain by External Affairs Minister of unlsaded fuel and later, Kahn indicated the 
steady price increases in choice may be between a 
Bennett said education, separate contracts with each Donald Jamioson. home beating oil will 100-per-cent i crease in 
does not fall under the school district. The holy month is an emo- affect the U.S, fight the price of leaded fuel or 
government's Essential tion-charged period when against inflation, consumer rationing. 
Services Disputes Act, and religious zealots march in 
special egislation aimed at procession and scourge 
themselves to mourn the 641 l th hazards Def ic i t  A,D. ansassinationof Imam Hea sa Ic  Hmsein, the grandson of the 
i ~ i The military government 
Prophet Mohammed. 
-lar' es' hat strect violence has llared are reason ever  almost every night since the 
weekend. OTTAWA (CP) -- establishment of joint 
Chariie Beianger takes a towards hampers, toys and a Some reports ay that as Uranium workers have the manngement-labor safety 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The as travel, interest and Salvation Army bubble bath Christmas dinner for people many as 15,000 foreigners right under federal aw to committees. 
country chalked up the dividend payments and for-. while Laurel Rosebush, co- who are alone on Christmas have left the country since refuse to work in conditions A bill introduced by Mines 
largest seasonally adjusted sign borrowing--to a nine. P lease  ($ff:~]~" ordinator of the Army's daY. September. Diplomatic that pose imminent danger Minister Aisstair Gillospte 
quarterly deficit in its month total of $3.1 billion, annual pre-Christmus ap- sources, however, estimated to their health or safety, last year, but not passed by 
current account in history seasonally adjusted, peal, hands him a brush. The Belanger not only showed that up to 8,000 foreigners, Labor Minister Martin Parliament, would have 
during the third quarter of Last year's total current tmbbleswillbslecatedatthe the Christmas spirit by including 5,500 American O'Coonell said Wednesday. clarified the responsibilities 
this year, Statistics Canada account deficit was $4.2 g e  co.op, Woolworths, the taking the bubble bath but he dependents, have loft Iran in F.e acknowledged in the of the federal eonirol agency 
re~orted Wednesday. billion, nero  us  ,,~or store and the Skeena made the first donation from the last two months. Commons that after mouths in the area of environment, 
For the three months The third.quarter deficit is Mall during the holiday Charlie's Plumbing and About 45,000 Americans of confusion, the justice health and safety. 
ending Sept. 30, the shortfall 16 per cent higher than the' season before Christmas. Heating towards the and 110,000 other foreigners department has ruled that 
between the amount of $1.2-billlon deficit recorded 
flowing into the for the previous quarter. The money collected goes Chrkinms fund. whenWere inreligiouslran last Januarydemon. appliesthe Canadato workersLab°remployedC°de , , - - " sm;n=n'~ money 
country and the amount The unadjusted current strators opposed to the by the uranium industry. 
which left wan $1.3 billion, account deficit for the 
This brings the deficit-- quarter arnotmted to $567 JOHN ROBERTS formsShah's ndm°dernizati°npolitical foesre" governmentO'Coanell enid the fe ralhopes to w rk companies 
which covers both mer- million, seeking re forms in his out an arrangement with the 
chandise and services uch The federal agency adjusts authoritorian rule tonk to the provinces as quickly as Min is ter  s i lent  passible hecanse "we cannot " entire year factors such as Western diplomats said leave uranium miners in an may get Canadian th~Iranisnarmyhasin-invidiouspesition." 
halts shipping, predictable creased the number of Federal Labor Code i l l i o  
travel cycles and other on flight re-or'  " guardspretectiugforcigners amendment, which took m ns  tronn.Q regular influences, working in the strikebound effect earUer this year apply 
The main features in the nilfields in the southwest, to 550#00 employees under VICTORIA (CP)- Several rea'dy ,~ , ,~  deficit were: The move follows an in- federal jurisdiction, which millions of dollars that 
at merchandise trade surplus OTTAWA (CP)- State Commons about whether London and Paris, via crease in death threats includes industries uch as should he used for current Secretary John Roberts ministers use passes for private airlines on which he against foreign workers in railways, airlines, banking, services now might have to 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Canada of $706 million. This was refused Wednesday to vacations, is using his pass. the oil industry network, the trucking, broadcasting be paid to eight mining 
is ready to contribute to a dewnsllghtly from the $729- confirmordenyareportthat This follows by only a Opposition Leader Joe diplomatic sources aid. grain-handling, commu- companies in British 
proposed United Nations million surplus recorded in he has made reservations couple of weeks disclosure Clark later told reporters he The diplomats, who asked nications and port Columbia because of the 
pcacekceping force for the second querier, with CP Air for himself and that Alberta Premier Peter never uses his pass to go on not to be named, said a mass operations, sloppiness of the New 
Namibia in southern Africa --A $426-millien deficit in his wife to make a $6,000 trip Lougheed used passes to go vacation. He said his trip exodus of foreign workers There was confusion about Democratic Party, Premier 
but ,has not been formally the travel account. This was on a pass to Rangoon, on vacations, around the world next month would deal a critical blow to uranium workers because If. Bill Bennett said Wed- 
asked, Prime Minister a slight improvement from Burma, later this month. Prime Minister Trudeau will he on U.S. airlines and the shah and Iran's shaky cenees issued by the Atomic nesday. 
Trudcau said Wednesday. the$445-mllllantraveldeflcit But the minister told said all cabinet ministers his party will pay the bill. economy. Death threats Energy Control Board Bennett was commenting 
He denied suggestions by for the second quarter, reporters that he only uses receive passes so they can But ha had used the pass on have been common--but no require the uranium com- on an order by the B.C. 
Conservative defonce critic --A $923-millien deficit in the passes that all cabinet conduct heir duties across international flights on one has been killed or panics to comply generally Supreme Court that the 
Allan McKlnnon (Victoria) interest and dividend ministers receive from the Canada. At his instigation business, seriously hurt. with provincial law. provincial government 
However, O'Connell said repay more than $7 million that Ottawa has already payments. This was also two majorCanadianairlines the lsaders of all opposition He said a Progressive Well-placed sources "it 
committed troops to the UN slightly better than the for business reasons, parties also received the Conservative government reported that daily oil is now clear that federal collected through the 
force. MeKinnon demanded previous quarter's $944- He said he pays for any passes, would issue guides on use of production has shrunk to 2.8 law applies" in the question Mineral Land Tax Act, 
a full Commons debate on million deficit, part of a trip thatcould be There were no guides, but passes and perhaps give million barrels-- less than of health and safety. Mainly implemented in 1973 by the 
:, the issue. --A $34-million deficit in classified ass vacation. And theprime minister hoped the some policy suggestions to half the normal daily rate of this applies to the danger of then NDP government. 
i:i'i ' External Mfalrs Minister freight and shipping. This he said he never discusses parliamentarians would use Air Canada on how the pass six million barrels, radiation and silicosis. The premier said the 
Don Jamieson said in was up substantially from vacation plans in public, the passes according to their should he used by premiers. The federal law gives government is studying the 
t/! :: London Tuesday that if the $5-million deficit for the The Montreal La Presse consciences. Roberts said if he com- Sources said troops 
~ ~ Canada does participate in second quarter, reported the reservation A few minutes later the bines business with vacation arrested several strike employees the right te refuse Judgement and will make a 
the force, "it's likely to he at --A L555-million deficit in a Wednesday and {his prime minister left the plans, "I pay personnally for leaders, but were keeving a work in unsafe conditions decision later on whether to 
ill i about battalion level-- about category known as other prompted questions in the Commons to start a trip to any extras involved." low profile, and provides for the appeal the decision. 
iili 600 or 700 men." He in- service transactions. This - - . , - .~t -~,~T~ ~- . -~-~ I~  ~ ~, - I~  
dieated neighboring African includes such payments as 
states were "satisfied with a engineering fees, con- 
if! Canadian presence." sultanis' fees, management 
: service payments, payments 
on franchises insurance 
~ Contract trademarkpremiums'advcrtisingfees': ayments nd I raeli's plan new settlements a""r°ve" l l J j [  "l ~a  certain government ex-  
penses. This section In the " 
current account deficit was TEL AVIV ~ (AP) An had given a commitment a Palostinians in the West President Anwar Sadat Dec. 17. "Every day which In RamaUah, a West Bank 
!. VANCOUVER (CP) --The substantially up from its Israeli newspaper says the Camp David to freeze set- Bank see new Jewish agrecd to the deadline under passes reduces the chances town north of Jerusalem, 
il Insurance Corp. of British second quarter $451-miilion government plans to start ilement activity only for villnges as theft of their land. President Carter's tutelage forpeacehetweenEgyptand about 200 students from a 
Columbia and its 2,200 deficit, four new settlements in the three months, and the time The israel-Egypt peace at the Camp David summit. Israel, and therefore girls' high school demon- 
! employees reached tentative One of the persistent occupied West Bank of the runs out Dec. 17. talks are deadlocked and "We are very glad Vance Secretary Vance is making strafed at city hall and two 
agreement Wednesday on a patternsin Canadian trade is Jordan River after Dec. 17, Announcements of new Israel hopes to hear new is coming here to find a way this effort to find a way to main squares, chanting 
~. new two-year contract, that the merchandise sur- the deadline for signing the settlements would please suggestions from Cairo or to go on with negotiations to continue with negotiations," nationalist slogans. An army 
.i retroactive to Oct. 1. plus is vastly overbalanced Israeli-Egyptian peace israeli right.wingers, who Washington when U.S. State reach an agreement," the Labor party chief said. spokesman said troops dis. 
The agreement, reached by the non-merchandise treaty, not long ago threw eggs at Secretary Cyrus Vance visits Dayan said. "We hope he Peres expressed worry persed demonstrators. 
'~:~ with the help of mediator deficit. For the second The report by the in- Prime Minister Menachem the Middle East next week., will suggest something that over an erosion of Israel's The students were 
i Jack Chapelas, provides for quarter the non. dependent  newspaper  Bngintoshowthelrdisltheof A mood of pessimism pre- will get us out of the dead- image among Americans, protesting the demolition 
a5.75-pereent wage increase merchandise d fieitwan $~.1 Hanretz was not officially peace terms. But the U.S. vailed in Israel with the ap- lock." "Israel is presented as the two days earlier of houses 
in the first year and a 6.5- blllion.Thiscomparaswitha confirmed Wednesday, but and Egypt regard settle, preach of the Dec. 17 Opposition leader Shimon hard side while Egypt is where two West Bank Arabs, 
per-csat increase in the $1.97.billion deficit for the Foreign Minister Musbe Da- ments in occupied Arab land deadline for the signing of a Peros said he doubted that a progressing in public accused of terrorist ac- 
second year. - second quarter, yan a~d others said Israel as obstacles to peace, and peace treaty. Begin and treaty could be signed by opinion." tivitios, had lived. 
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THURSDAY 5 p,m. to midnight 
Burner Moore Million Rogers 
News Hourglass Dollar Electric 
145 Cont'd. Cont'd. Man Company 
:oo Cont'd. Cont'd. News Big Blue 
i : 15 Cont'd. Cont'd. Hour Marble 
: 30 Cont'd. Muppet Cont'd. Dick 
: 45 Cont'd. Show Cont'd. Cavett 
Tonight Boat On Ice Le.hrer 
Match Cont'd. Patsy Stepping 
145 Game PM Cont'd. Gallant Out 
j l  Project Barney Project Cousteau 
" " I :00  : 15 U.F.O. Miller . U.F.O. Odyssey 
: 30 Cont'd, King of Cont'd. Cont'd. 
: 45 Cont'd. Kensington Cont'd. Cont'd, 
Cont'd. Night It Up Rush 
Cont'd. Movie Soap Cont'd. 
145 Ceat'd, 'Kill Cont'd. Cont'd. 
i 
I IIk :0~ Man Me Family ~nt 'd .  • 
i :~5 Undercover If Cont'd. ~mnema 
: 30 Ceat'd. You Cont'd. vShowcase 
s i i : 45 Cont'd. Can' Cont'd. Cont'd. 
I 
i S : 00 News The CTV Cont'd. 
: ] 5 Cont'd. National News Cont'd. 
: 30 Tonight Night News Hour Ccut'd. 
s s s | 45 Show Final  Final Cont'd. 
! Cont'd. Cont'd. 'Run to Hardy 
Cont'd. Cont'd. The High Late Movie. 
i i~5 Cont'd. Cont'd. Country' 'Columbo' 
FRIDAY 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
..:.: :, ~ ~:-15 ..... High,rollers .~ _ Seboob~ Cont'd..~ ., Company. . ; , 
, , '  ~, I i~ 0 Wheel of Mister What's Bread & B'flies 
Fortune Dressup Cooking Spinning Stories 
ii 
s ~ 0o America Sesame Mad Truly Amer. 
I 5 Alive Street Dash Write On 
30 Cont'd. Cont'd. Definition Cover-Cover 
s s e I 45 Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. Environments 
i n 
'  ii": Ho,,,w   ew,- i Squares Bob Switzer News Cont'd. 
Days of Search for Movie Art Starts 
a s 145 Our Lives Tomorrow Matinee Stories of Amer. 
s : 0o Cont'd. Bob 'Madigan: , Write On 
: t 5 Cont'd. McLean The Art Cart 
: 30 The Show Midtown Nat. Science 
i .  I : ~s Doctors Cont'd. Beat' Roomnastics 
• !Another Edge of Another Book Look 
i~ World Night World Music Place 
'30 Cont'd. Canadian Cont'd. Self Incorp. 
145 Cont'd. Authors Cont'd. Measuremetrics 
'Great Thirty Hamel Easy 
145 Catherine' Celebrity Show Speakout 
Cont'd. Cooks Cont'd. Cont'd. 
l i~  Cont'd. Fiintstones The Price Sesame 
Cont'd. Cont'd. Is Right Street 
Cont'd. Carol Cont'd. Cont'd. 
s ': 45 Cont'd. Burnett Cont'd. Cont'd. 
i 
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daniadown quilts 
Filled with soft grey Goose Down 
fine Danish Ticking. These quilts 
comparable to the finest q .,,its av 
in Europe. 
danbdown quilts 
IllllIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll! 
6ordon and Anderson Ltd. 
4606 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
Ph. 635-6576 
Store Hours: Tues.- Sat. 9 a.m.-5:3O p.m. 
Friday 9 a.m.-9 p,m. 
L1L~ 
¢ • . 
Those creases NEWS IN BRIEF 
prove c:ostlLy 
SURREY, B.C. (CP) -- 
British Columbians will 
spend about $30 million-- 
more tbon $13 for every man, 
woman and child in the 
province--this year to en- 
sure there's a sharp crease 
in their pants or a well- 
ironed pleat in their skirts. 
There arc about 375 dry 
cleaning stores in B.C., 
employing about 2,000 
clerks, operators, pressers 
and dirt spotters, says John 
Veer, president of the B.C. 
Fabricare Association. 
"It's a growing business," 
said Veer. "People seem 
more and more conscious of 
being well turned-out these 
days." 
As the man behind the 
counter of his own dry 
cleaning store in this com- 
munity south of Vancouver, 
Veer has observed present 
trends in the public's 
clothing needs. 
"Natural fabrics are 
making a comeback," be 
said. "Men are rebelling 
against being encased in 
shirts comprised of 65 per 
cent polyester and 35 per 
cent cotton. 
"The polyester doesn't 
breathe as does natural 
cotton, and the wearer 
becomes uncomfortable. The 
trend is to a reverse of these 
percentage figures." 
Natural fabrics last longer 
than synthetic fibres, he 
said, and a wool suit "looks 
smarter and better than a 
synthetic fibre garment." 
"When synthetics took 
hold in Canada round 1968, 
there were a host of com- 
plaints from customers,. 
especially over dripand.dry 
garments," said Veer. 
"They dried all right, but the 
finish was bad." 
Veer said the most 
frequent customer com- 
plaint is "puckering or 
blistering of men's suits in 
the inner facing seams 
areas." 
The problem is caused by 
garment manufacturers 
using a chemical bonding 
agent instead of stitching 
when assembling synthetic 
clothes. During the dry 
cleaning process, the bond- 
ing causes the seams to 
pucker; 
Veer said his major 
business headache is rising 
costs. Taxes on his store 
have more than doubled in 
four years to $3,200 annually, 
while wages and other 
overhead have also risen 
dramatically. And, he said, 
store operators have raised 
their prices accordingly. 
"Yet today it's harder to 
make a buck," he said, 
estimating that a small store 
has a turnover of about 
$.50,000 a year, of which 
between 10 and 15 per cent is 
net profit. 
"A big operation would 
have a yearly turnover of 
" $150,000," he said. 
Many dry cleaning stores 
advertise one-hour service, 
but Veer smiled when asked 
what would happen if a 
customer demanded it. 
"We'd be in real trouble. 
Fortunately, less than 10 per 
cent of thecustomers a k for 
it." 
IGov ' t  mislea l:'mg 
on  le t te r  open ing  
OTTAWA (CP) -- Speaker 
James Jerome ruled Wed- 
nesday that Progressive 
Conservative MP Allan 
Lawrence was deliberately 
misled by the Liberal 
government in a 1973 letter 
about RCMP mail-opening 
RCMP that it is not their 
practice to intercept the 
private mail of anyone." It 
has subsequently been 
revealed Mounties opened 
mail. 
The motion must be passed 
by the Commons and it was 
practices, not immediately clear when 
a recorded vote would be 
Jerome ruled in favor of held. ~ : 
arguments by Lawrence~ a .  :t~wrence a,,,~l ,~ t, ,h, 
. . . . .  d b matter to the committee and ask questions na een • ,, • . . . . . .  therefore avold all kinds of 
aamagea necause ot a tame conclusions that could be 
government s atement, reached if it was not allowed 
The Commons im- 
mediately began debate of 
Lawrence's motion urging 
that an all-party committee 
look into details of the letter 
he received from then 
solicitor-general Warren AI- 
lmand. 
That letter said in part: "I 
have bean assured by the 
to proceed." 
New Democrat Stuart 
Leggett said considering 
that Jerome has found there 
has bean a contempt of 
Parliament, the Speaker 
would have to consider 
resigning if the Liberal 
majority rejected the 
motion, 
.GroW.S, 
COMMUNITY  
COLLEGE 
Northwest Community College has an immediate 
opening for the position of payroll Clerk at the College. 
Experience in the preparation and processing of 
payroll data is essential and experience of computer 
processing of payrolls is desirable. 
Salary range $1109.00 to $1209.00 per month with a 
full range of fringe benefits. 
Applications should be directed to: 
The Burser 
Northwest Community College 
Box726 
Terrace, B,C. 
or handed in at reception desk at Northwest Com- 
munity College. (a3.5,6,7) 
1 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  
Most basic assistance 
payments should be in- 
creased by at leas'. 35 per 
cent to provide u.'oper 
shelter, utilities," f:;~d, 
clothing and transportatlo~: 
says a report by the i:~t~'--<: 
Way social planning f,~,d 
research committee. 
The report, releascd 
Wednesday, said there is a 
wide gap between the basle 
needs of welfare recipients 
and the basic benefit 
payments they receive. 
"In spite of sporadic in- 
cresses in the dollar amount 
bf income assistance 
benefits, the level of 
recipients' income remains 
too low to adequately meet 
their basic needs," the 
committee said. 
The report said that a 
single person, aged 45 to ~, '  
on welfare for less than four 
months, needs at least $126. 
more than the basic monthly 
allowance of $175 to provide 
essential goods and services. 
A two.parent fatally wlth 
three children, ana on 
welfare for mere than four 
months, requires, a 
minimum of t~l  extra. 
Even with these increases, 
the committee said, the 
majority of welfare 
recipients in the Vancouver 
area would still he existing 
below recognized poverty 
lines. 
Old Stock gets okay 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  The 
British Columbia Supreme 
Court ruled Wednesday that 
Lahatt Breweries of B.C. 
Ltd. can sell its new malt 
liquor in the province under 
the label Old Stock. 
Carling O'Keefe Breweries 
had requested an order pre- 
venting the sale because the 
name resembles Carling's 
Extra Old Stock label. 
Mr. Justice Henry Hut- 
cheen said he would give his 
reasons for dismissing the 
request at a later date. 
Lahatt argued that" the 
words extra and stock were 
generally associated with a 
type of stronger, heavier- 
tasting beer and that Carling 
O'Keefe could not claim a 
trademark infringement., 
A Labatt spokesman said 
the company expects to have 
40,000 eases of the new beer' 
on sale by Friday. 
Decision upheld 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  The 
British Columbia Court of 
Appeal has upheld a B.C. 
Supreme Court decision to 
reject an appeal by the B.C. 
Teachers Federmion of a 
wage roll.back f(,r teachers 
in nearby Burnaby. 
A contract was reached in 
1976 under binding ar- 
bitration that granted the 
teachers an ll.6-per-cent 
salary increase. However, 
the anti.inflation beard 
ordered the increase cut 
hack to 9.5 per cent. 
The Supreme Court 
rejected the teachers appeal 
of the rollback, and today the 
three-judge panel of the 
Appeal Court upheld that 
decision. 
Notice not required 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The Su- 
preme Court of Canada has 
ruled that governments as 
employers do not have to 
give employees eight days' 
notice of intent o lock them 
out. 
The high court overturned 
a Quebec Appeals Court 
decision that said the city of 
Hull, Que., illegally Iockad 
, out 150 blue.collarworkers in 
1974': The provin~ial/bl~peais " 
court had ordered the city to 
pay full salary lost by the 
workers during the lockout 
and $2,600 in compensation 
to the union. 
The employees, members 
of the Confederation of 
National Trade Unions 
(CNTU), had claimed that 
the city could not lock them 
out until the union was in a 
legal strike position. The 
legal strike position is 60 
days after a conciliation 
report has been handed own 
and a further eight days 
after a unon has fried official 
• notice of intention to strike. 
The same rules applied to 
the ~mploy.er, argued the 
CNTU. 
However, the high court 
said Tuesday the Canada 
Labor Code does not apply" 
the eightday notice rule to 
public-secter employees, 
The rule does apply to em- 
plnyers in private business. 
Trudeau sees Queen 
LONDON (CP) -- Prime 
Minister Trudeau will meet 
privately with the Queen 
today and aides said he 
likely will dis~:uss the ap- 
pointment of a new gover- 
nor-general to replace the 
retiring Jules Lager. 
He later will confer with 
Prime Minister James 
Caliaghan at 10 Downing St. 
to discuss Anglo-Canadian 
economic issues. 
A highlight of his one-day 
trip to London will be a 
meeting with the Queen 
Mother. Sources close to 
Trudeau indicated the prime 
minister requested a 
meeting with the 7S.year-old 
mother of the Queen because 
of a special fondness and 
respect for the widow of King 
George VI. 
Trudeau's lunch with the 
Queen, his first official 
function here, will be 
private. No other member of 
the Royal Family or 
Trudeau's party will be 
present, a Buckingham 
Palace spokesman said 
Wednesday. 
On Friday Trudeau boards 
a French military aircreR 
for Paris to open economic 
talks with President Valery 
Giscard d'Estaing. 
Meeting arranged 
CAIRO (Router) -- 
Egyptian Prime Minister 
Mustapha Khalil was to meet 
Israeli Foreign Minister 
Moshe Dayan and Defence 
Minister Ezer Weizman in 
London or Bonn Wednesday 
night, the official Egyptian 
Middle East News Agency 
(MENA) reported. 
The agency, in a dispatch 
from London, said arrange. 
ments for the meeting were 
made when Weizman tele- 
phoned Kbatil earlier this 
week in Washington. 
Dayan had said earlier in 
Tel Aviv that he was leaving 
for Europe on business not 
connected with Middle East 
peace talks. 
Government 
reluctant " 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
Provincial court Judge Les 
Bewley ~mid Wednesday the 
federal government is 
determined not to contribute 
financially to British 
Columbia's compulsory her- 
oin treatment program, 
scheduled to go into effect 
Jan. 1. 
Last year Ron Basford, 
then federal justice minkter, 
promised federal funding for 
the program, but Ottawa.~.q 
since withdrawn that offer. 
Judge Bewley, who was in 
Ottawa this week, said 
Justice Minister Marc 
Lalonde told him it is 
unlikely the federal govern- 
ment will provide funding. 
. , . j  
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Workshop offers 
Christmas ale 
/ / i / i :  : i / i  ¸¸¸ / • ~¸ 
While the people at 
Three Rivers Workshop 
work on the Christmas items 
for sale in the Skeens Mall on 
Dee. 14 Jack Striekland, of 
the Salvation Army and 
Dong McLeod, of the Cen- 
tenntal Lions, try out the new 
lapel button maker that was 
donated to the workshop by 
the Lions. 
Hydro suggests 
use moderation 
As the Chr~.tmas easoh 
approac~es, B.C. Hydro 
suggests that its customers 
keep their decorative 
lighting displays modest o 
conserve lectricity. 
T.J. Newton, manager of 
Hydro's energy conservation 
division, urges moderation 
in the size and hours of use of 
both indoor and outdoor 
lighting displays for homes, 
stores and offices. 
"While not wanting to 
discourage the Christmas 
spirit,'! Newton said, "it is 
"~ppomnt for all of us to be 
aware of the n~'d for energy 
conservation." 
Newton recommends the 
use of lower wattage 
Christmas lights now 
available which use about 25 
percent less electricity. 
Standard indoor tree bulbs 
are obtainable, for example, 
which are rated at five watts 
instead of seven. 
As for hours of use, 
Newton suggested that 
Christmas lights be turned 
on after supper and off again 
before bedtime. As a safety 
measure, he stressed the 
importance of never leaving 
tree lights on unattended. 
Hydro's own displays in 
offices throughout the 
province are scheduled to he 
turned on for only four hours 
each evening. 
POLICE 
NEWS 
Edward Betemps, of 
Terrace, is in satisfactory 
condition in Kitimat General 
Hospital suffering from head 
injuries after he was in- 
volved in an accident near 
the Haisla overpass in 
Kitimat Wednesday at 11:50 
a.m. 
A tractor and trailer unit 
driven by Robert Grant, of 
Ontario, was proceeding 
down the Haisla hill toward 
the overpass when the unit 
crossed over into the on- 
coming lane, said Kitimat 
RCMP. 
A pick-up truck driven by 
Betemps was proceeding in 
the other lane and Betemps 
and Brian Smith, of Terrace, 
were pinned in the truck 
between the tractor-trailer 
and the cement abutment. 
Kitimat Fire Department 
responded to the accident 
with the Jaws of Life 
equipment and removed 
Betomps, who was pinned 
beneath the steering wheel, 
from the truck. Betemps 
and Smith were taken to 
hospital where Smith was 
later released. 
...... i i .:~i. 
The price of the button 
maker is about $,500 and the 
workshop will he selling 
buttons on order in the new 
year. 
FUN AND PR OFI TS 
under 
new 
management 
Look to library 
by Michael ColIlm 
If you are interested in 
making a little money (and 
who isn't) there is one place 
you may not have thought 
about. It 's your public 
library. 
The Terrace Public 
Library has a large number 
of books about business. 
Some of them explain 
economics and business 
practice, while others are 
"how to" books that may 
ultimately lead you to the 
riches you've been dreaming 
of. Here are just a few riches 
that you can find right now. 
"Money" by John Kenneth 
Galbrnith. Here is a book 
that will tell you how it all 
began and where, in the 
opinion of one of the world's 
most renowned economists, 
it is headed now. 
"Accounting Principles" 
by R.M. Skimer. 'this is one 
of a number of books we 
have about accounting. This 
one will introduce you to the 
broad principles behind all 
the numbers and is written 
with a definite Canadian 
slant. 
"Management: Tasks, 
Responsibilities and 
Practices" by Peter F. 
Drucker. There is more to 
being the boss than meets 
the eye. This book will help 
you get an idea of what 
exactly is entailed by good 
management. 
EAST SIDE 
Grocery 
& 
Laundromat 
' r 
"Business Letter Writing 
Made Simple" by lrbing 
Rosenthal and Harry 
Rudman. People in business 
place a lot of emphasis on 
communication. Here's a 
book that will make sure you 
make the right impression. 
"Real Estate for Fun and 
Profit" by Robert H. 
Cather~vood. A lot of money 
has been made through land 
deals but don't take the 
plunge without reading up on 
the trends. 
In addition to the above 
books which can be checked 
out, the Terrace Public 
Library has a number of 
important reference books" 
which can provide you with 
valuable information. This 
includes the Dow Jones° 
Irwin Business Almanac and 
The Financial Post Surveys 
series, covering energy 
resources, mines, markets, 
and funds. We also have a 
number of directories in- 
eluding the British Columbia 
Manufacturers' Directory 
and the Canadian Key 
Business Directory. These 
can be useful for finding 
names of companies and 
directors, sources for 
products and services, as 
well as other useful in- 
formation. 
Finally don't forget our 
newspaper and periodical 
section. In addition to the 
general interest titles we 
have subscriptions to 
Business Week, Canadian 
Statistical Review, The 
Economist, The Financial 
Post and Fortune, all of 
which can help you keep up 
with the latest developments 
in business and the economy. 
It's all here at the Terrace 
Public Library. 
WEATHER ! 
A Pacific weather system type of weather is expected 
lying along the northern B.C. to persist for the next day or 
coast is causing cloudy skies two, as a series of impulses 
and periods of snow_ This move along the disturbance. 
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Children's 
librarian 
offers 
programs 
The Terrace Public 
Library has invited parents 
and their children to meet 
Jnye Castleden, the new 
children's librarian who has 
been at the library since 
November. 
A "story hour" for 
children will be held at the 
library during the Christmas 
holidays. The foem . . . . . . .  
Christmas tory s 
Children betweer 
of 6 and 8 years can 
10 a.m. on Tuesdal 
and Thursday, De( 
Children betwee[ 
of 9 and 10 years c 
at 10 a.m. on W, 
Dec. 20 and Friday 
Enrollment is an 
children in each sol 
registration is 
there will also be sl 
at 11 a.m. for the 
groups on the sam 
There is no char 
youngsters to atl 
anyone who is : 
should telephone 6
• register. 
Watch for ansou 
of pro-school stor) 
the New Year. 
Applicat 
pouring 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  borne 
Newson, chief provincial 
firearms officer, said 
Tuesday he has received 
only 36 applications from 
British Columbia gun 
dealers for licences to sell 
guns in 1979. 
Changes to the Criminal 
Cede, which take effect Jan. 
1, require that anyone selling 
guns apply to local police 
departments for a licence. 
Newson said there are 
more than 2,000 people in 
B.C. involved in the sale of 
guns. 
Proprietor 
STU OOTTERILL 
636-2104 
4438 Lakolse, Terraoo 
In Holland, 
the Dutch treat 
themselves to 
Canadian Club, 
In reclaiming land from the sea, the Dutch have built • country admired 
both for its beauty and its great sense of tradition. Visit the land 
of tulips, dikes and windmills and you'll else find the whisky that's a 
tradition in lightness, mellowness and smoothness: Canadian Club. 
It's nice to know the world can get together about something. 
Around the world when people think of the finest, I ightut,  smoothest 
whisky, they think of Canadian Club. 
Clgb. NllMP ~ In  ~ ~ .  In I t / I I IMMt  Afihanistan, Antigtm. Aruba, Australia. Aust,~, ~ms,  
Batbado% B~g,um, Betm0da, Brazil, Canoda. Cana,y I~tands, Chile. Colombia, Costa Rice. Curacao. Cyvrus, Oent~l f k. Dom,ncan Rt~ubhc. 
Ecuador, rip, Finland. France, Germany. G~bralta,, Greece, G,eenland. G~enada, Guadeloupe. Had~, Hofland, Hon E Koni. Hungary. Iceland. 
India, Indoneem. 1ran. t,eland, Israel. italy. ,very CoaM, Jarnmca. Japan. Jo,dan. KeC*ya. Korea. Lebanon. Libya. Madetra I~ands, Malaysm. 
Malta, Martm~que. Mexico. Montse,,at, M0,occo. Nazi. New Zealand. NiBe,la. No,way, Pakistan. Panama. Pafagtlay, Peru. Phllipl~nes. 
Poland. PorloRal, Puedo Race. Sierra Leone. Singapo,e, South At,tea. Spate. St, Lanka, Surmam, Sweden, S~tteHand, Tahdl. lhmland, To8o. 
TImldad. Turkey. U 5 S R. Unded Kmgdom. Unded Stales. ~,nezut~a. Vngm P, lands. Yugo.~Jawa nd Zambqa 
Canadian Club is distilled and bottled in Walkewllie bY Hiram WaN(or & lone Umited. 
ili. 
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Cab inet  shuf f le  
an e lect ion move 
What does Premier Bill Bennett's cabinet 
shuffle mean? Let us look at a few of the moves 
and see ff we can divine what is in the provincial 
leader's mind. 
Grace McCarthy, said by some to be the power 
behind the Bennett hrOne, moves from her right 
hand Of the~l~ngpesiti0n as provincial secretary 
to human ~urees .  Bill Vander Zalm moves 
from minister of resources to municipal affairs. 
MCCarthy is one Of the trusted, one of the 
pow~* brokers. She' isn't being demoted but 
rather putinto aproblem area to clean it up. The 
game of welfare recipient bashing, which 
worked sowell for so long for Phil Gaglardl and 
appealled to the redder necks in the province, 
doesn't sit as well today. Bennett doesn't care to 
Come across as the brightest of the bright, but he 
doesn't like to look as stupid and clownish as 
Vander Zalmmakes the government look. 
MCCarthy is being moved in to try and •change 
the hard-line approach tlmt Vander Zalm has 
stressed. The popular, high-profile MCCarthy is 
also taking over the InsuranCe Corporation of 
B.C. Once again she is being brought in to take 
control of something that neeclS a better public 
image. No more "let them leave their cars at 
home" McGeer. 
i ,'~. ; ,." , ~ ~,'~: ; . i. ~,', , ., ' 
vandsr ~aL,, does have ;,](o.Uo$ing ~ ,  He 
made m~ks with the mudi~pkl gov~menis  
with his anti-welfare, 'put them back to work 
approach'. He is a businessman, like most of the 
~L~I~ Council members, and pro development, a
~ free enterpriser. G|VJng him municipal 
~ lenves  him in the cabinet but out of the 
, ;~ct~eer ,  although e loses ICBC, for which he 
~ a lot of flaek, getsan expanded education 
:i:_-t~m. try With science and technology. One of the 
~tmivera l ty  grackmtes and intellectuals on the 
  zenne  t m; and one Who jum  party 
~i~- -and so has to be gept in the cabinet o keep 
i-.T~'~kupport, McGeer is out of the pan without 
~being too far from the fire. 
';: In switching J im Nielson and l~e  Man', 
!~ Bennett moves the more radical Socred Malr 
~" away from the area where he can upset the big 
~ business backers of the Socreds. It would seem to 
~i us that Mair accepted the environment ministry 
~.~ because it is a challenge and a vital job but he 
"~ could still be a problem for those Soored backers 
~/i in the forest industry. 
~i' J im Chabot moves from mines and resources 
~i ~ to the new lands and parks and housing. Part of 
::his mandate involves making Crown land 
;~ available to the people. He did a good job of 
~ making it available for development, so that 
~ seems only fair. 
~:.~ Alex Fraser's responsibilities expand in the 
~extended h ighways  min is t ry  which inc ludes 
=~eommunications and t ransportat ion.  I t  jus t  goes 
~ to show that  if you do a good job you will  be asked  
~to do more  of it. 
i~ Recreation and conservation is out and 
:~ deregulation is in~ Both seem to be a tittle bit of 
i" burnt. Perhaps the first thing the dere~dat/on 
:-ministry should do is make sure it doesn't 
~ii become a bureaucracy itself. 
;~ Our own Cyril Sbefford was moved bacX into 
:. the cabinet, into the portfolio held under W.A.C. 
~ Bennett. Now at least we know the price the 
i~ Socreds will pay to keep from banding a riding 
:.: over to the NDP. 
:::: What does all this mean. It is hardly a new 
~; cabinet, with only two new faces. It is definitely a
i shuffle of the deck, and a fast shuffle at that. 
!'÷ The changes are mostly cosmetic. It is a face- 
~. saving change. A move intended to take the 
!~ vulnerable out of places where they could be 
i: successfully attacked in an elecUon. There is no 
-: question but that this is a pre-election shuffle. 
:.: But do beware of the shuffle, llke a magiclan will 
shift his feet to make you take your eyes off his 
:] hands, Bennett ban riffled the pack, but not 
:"rzrOVed the cards very much. 
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TTA WA OFFBEAT 
f l ights another perk Free , ..... 
by Ri~at'd Jackson 
OTTAWA - They'll never 
learn because it seems they 
don't care any more. 
So members of the federal 
cabinet, caught time and 
When caught ou these litUo 
fun trips, they invariably 
bristle with indignation that 
anyone should question the 
cost, much less their in- 
tegrity. 
Reeking with rectitude, 
time again freeloading on usually they're outrnged that 
Armed Forces jots and the anyone-- even a Member of 
Governor General's train, Parliament, much less a 
carry on cadging, mere taxpayer --  dare so 
And cadging is the kindly much as wonder about it. 
word for it. And what a change of face 
The Opposition in this 'is. 
Par l iament -  and the Used  to be  that the 
taxpayers who pick up the Liberals stationed spies at 
bills-- have other words for Ottawa airport to track 
it. members of the last Con- 
Like chiselling, servative cabinet when they 
And worse, flew on government aircraft 
You remember how :and prepare an accounting of
Transport Minister Lang the eout. 
flew his family's "nanny" But nowt 
home to Scotland at public Perhaps it's the arrogance 
expense aboard an Armed of being too long in office, or 
Forces 707 jet. maybe realization that the 
And how Pierre Trudanu public is mad as hell and not 
from time to time flipped going tO take it any more, 
about the Caribbean by that the Liberals, fearing 
Dofance Jet Star on skin- defeat, have gone sloppy in 
diving vacations, not giving a damn. 
And this minister and that Because there went Fit- 
cabinet member hess and Amateur Sport 
"borrowed" the Governor Minister' Iona Campagnolo, 
General's private rail cars to "The Iron Butterfly," flitting 
haul friends and family as around Europe last year on a 
well as aides around the 22.day odyssey through West 
country on mixed business- and East Germany, Poland, 
and.pleasure trips. Hungary, Switzerland, 
Austria and Italy aboard a 
defence jet, despatched 
there for her personal use. 
She flew the ocean aboard 
a defence 706 -- which is 
fairly normal travel 
procedure for those in High 
Places federally --  while the 
smal ler ,  personal-size 
defence Falcon did the 
Atlantic empty both ways for 
• her convenience in Europe, 
at a cost of 5'751 an hour. 
Ms. lonn said totat cost to 
her department --. to youi~the 
taxpayer, that is -- was a 
mere $8,000, 
But the Defence Depart- 
ment estimates the flying 
time alone at $20,652, and 
that doesn't include salaries 
of the Falcon's crew or cost 
of their .hotel . ae~ 
commodation, or meals at  
annually met hermit ho/~, 
and the cabinet~imiai~r 
responsible for pnl4nt~ 
trademarks never attended. 
But this time, in Bermuda, 
he did, using a~=even-  
passenger government Jet 
Star, and "bumping" senior 
deportment executives who 
should have attended, to 
make room for aides and 
"Ruests ."  : ' 
".And oh ":oh;"' 0rte""of '~ ihe 
"gue~ts"~.~:~aS 'Jg~*:'i'1hdv 
Allmand and his wire.having 
split a couple of years ago. 
(But separations and 
divorces, not to mention 
other foibles in the cabinet, 
are another stow for another 
day perhaps.) '~.. 
The guests all had i'eceipts 
to prove they paid thei~ own 
stops .in those .seven eoun- way in Bermuda, as only the 
tries, ride on the Jet Starwas on 
Next comes Consumer and 
Corporate Affairs Minister the taxpayers. ;. ; 
Warren Allmand on the And know what?',Warron 
"freebie" a i r l i f t ,  taking Allmand is "upsq~';that it 
along three staff aides and . should be queg~i0ned. It 
three "guests" on an official gives him he was quoted as 
visit, saying, "a pain in the ---" 
How nice, toe, since it was which is the same place on 
to Southampton in sunny the anatomy the prime 
Bermuda for a meeting of minister recently threatened 
the Patent and Trademark in the Commons to kick an 
Institute of Canada. Honorable Member of the 
For more than 20 .vea.rs it •Opposition. 
CONSUMER COMMENT 
Check before you/buy it 
Your neighbour is proudly showing off her new 
sofa. Not only is she fond of the pattern and 
colour (yel low canaries on a purple 
background), but the fabric actually glows in ttte 
dark ! 
As if this weren't enough, Friendly 
Furniture Store threw in a combination 
magazine rack or floorlamp or ashtray for free. 
Mind you, some of the canaries are already 
fraying at the edges and the floorlamp switch 
doesn't work, but as Friendly points out 
whenever someone complains, you can't expect 
much af these prices. 
You agree politley that the sofa is Indeed 
lovely, but you can't help wondering to yourself 
why anyone would buy something of such ob- 
viously shoddy quality. 
The differing reactions of you and your friend 
suggest that quality, like beauty, is in eye of the 
beholder. 
Most of us probably consider appearance, 
durability, and workmanship to be part of 
quality, but there is no objective standard 
against which to measure these attributes. 
(Your friend's sofa might score zero with you on 
all three counts, but she'd rate it 100 percent 
right down the line.) 
Price will often enter Into our estimation of 
quality. What may seem an acceptable level of 
quality at a certain price might very well be 
unacceptable at a higher price. 
Given the subjective nature of our perception 
of quality, it's not surprising that no one has been 
able to frame legislation establishing quality 
standards tor most consumer goods. 
If quality in consumer goods is not establishedt 
by statute, how can consumers be sure the 
products in their home are of reasoncible 
quality? By applying the one set of quality 
standards that really matter -- their own. 
Before you can set a standard for anything, 
you must first know something about it. If your 
knowledge is not sufficient for you to make a 
realistic assessment, you'll need to obtain some 
information before you buy the product. 
You can get information on nearly any item by 
lust asking. Your friends and neighbours, con- 
sumer groups, magazines, libraries, store 
salesman and industry groups will all have 
opinions on the quality of various products. 
Some of the information will be biased -- your 
friend likes Brand X because of their cute 
commercials, or the store salesman likes it 
because it's theonly brand he sells. It's up to you 
to sift the wheat from the chaff and make your 
own judgement. 
What if your judgement is wrong and in spite of 
your bestefforts, you come up with a lemon? 
If the product comes with a warranty Or 
guarantee, the supplier is legally committed to 
abide by if. If no guarantee exists, you can 
complain to the seller or manufacturer, and 
make if clear that you're not satisfied. You cart 
refuse to buy any of that store's or manufac- 
turer's products again. If you feel the supplier 
was grossly at fault for the poor quality of the 
item and he will not voluntari ly satisfy your  
concern, you can take him to court. 
There's no way we can be assured of never 
making a purchase that is later regretted, any 
more than we can be sure of never making 
mistakes in other areas of our lives, but by in- 
sisting on observing our own standards of cjuality 
we can start increasing our staisfaction with the 
products we buy. 
[ THIS WEEK 
f rom Ot tawa 
|o t ta  Campagno Jo ,  M.P .  
In the past few weeks I will be following this 
rumours and specuJation "ocker game" very closely, 
eoneeruing construction of an'd will-continue to report o 
oil pipelines and tanker ports you as there are new 
have resurfbced, eapit# the developments. As was the 
clear statement by the case during the debate over 
National Energy Board in the Kitimat proposal, my 
goal is to obtain the early October that Canada 
has no need for a west coast 
oil port. 
The reason for these 
rumours Hes in the United 
States. In early November, 
President Carter's "energy 
~ chage" finally received e approval of the U.S. 
Congress. One of the 
elements of this energy 
package is the provision of 
new crude oil supplies to the 
midwestern U.S. market 
area. To •achieve this, 
President Carter has issued 
a request o all companies 
interested in building a 
pipeline from the west coast 
to Chicago to submit 
proposals by Dec. 8tb. 
As most of us are aware 
from the debate during the 
last two years over the 
Kitimat pipeline propneal, 
there are four alternatives 
which-- on paper at least - -  
offer routes for the shipment 
of crude oil from the Pacific 
Coast to the midwest. These 
are Los Angeles to Chicago; 
Port Angeles to Chicago;' 
Kitimat to Edmonton; and 
from Alaska to Edmonton, 
along the route of the Alaska 
Highway, with oil port 
facilities at Valdez, 
Skagway, or Haines. 
The rumour this spring 
about r an oil port at Hyder, 
Alaska (near Stewart) is 
sheer nonsense; no oil 
company has expressed an 
interest in it; it is en- 
vironmentally worse than 
the Kitimat proposal; and 
even though the oil port 
would be in Alaska, 
Canadian ~approval would 
have to, 5e .given -- and 
would not be given - -  for the 
pipeline. 
It is a very high stakes 
poker game, and I expect a 
10t of pipeline talk (some for 
real, some just bluffing) for 
the next few weeks. 
Although this is a.U.S. 
proposal - -  and although the 
National Energy Board has 
made clear that Canada does 
~t  nesd such facilities to 
- ~r0tect'our energy future - -  
na will be heavily in- 
the four possible routes lie 
a'ereas Canadian territory, 
and there are a number of 
Canadian companies which 
may become participants in
the various proposals. 
maximum possible benefits 
for our area, taking into 
account he social and en- 
vironmental implications as 
well as the economic ones. 
On another energy.related 
matter, I recently had the 
opportunity to research the 
taxes on a gallon of gasoline. 
Gasoline in most.Skeena 
communities sells for close 
to $1.00 per gallon; in  
southern B.C. it is ton to 
fifteen cents cheaper. Of the 
$1.00 per gallon, 4.2.9¢ is paid 
in four different taxes. These 
are federal sales tax (4.9c); 
federal excise tax (7.0c); 
wovinelal royalties (14.0c); 
'and the Province o~ B.C. 
gasoline tax (17.0¢). 
These taxes are applied for 
two reasons. The flint is to 
provide revenues for 
.governments, which in 
,return provide required 
services. This is one of the 
major reasons why the 
provincial taxes are so high; 
it is the policy of the 
provincial government that 
the users of trancportatien 
services (highways, bridges, 
etc.) should absorb a major 
portion of the cost of building 
and maintaining these 
services. 
The federal excise tax, 
which was reduced in August 
from 10 cants per gallon to 
seven cents has two par- 
poses. One is to encourage 
energy conservation by 
increasing the price of 
gasoline and discouraging its
wasteful use. The other 
purpose is to raise revenue 
which is used to subsidize the 
cost of gasoline in those 
areas which are dependent 
on imported oil. 
The eastern parts of our 
~=mtry are totally depen- 
dent on imported oil, which 
is much more costly than our 
domestic supplies. The 
excise tax has been used to 
soften the impact of the 
mideast oil p~ce increases, 
and to allow the Atlantic 
economy to restabllize and 
develop, other .... energy 
sources. -~ .,,,a,~ : 
For more informatiou on 
this subject, please write to 
me care of the House of 
Commons, Ottawa, Ontario 
KIA 0X2. No postage is 
required. 
THINK SMALL 
BY JIM 
i 
Two lines best taken with 
a grain of salt: 
"Your cheque is in the 
mail.': 
"i'm from the govern- 
ment..l'm here to help you." 
Canada's mall business- 
men maybuY the first stow. 
But they sdW don't fall for 
the govemmeat id routine. 
According to results of a 
membership opinion survey 
conducted recently by the 
Canadian Federation of In- 
dependent Business, small 
businesses would generally 
prefer no help at all to gov- 
ernment "assistance". 
The survey- conducted in
every part of the countw -
asked CFIB members to idea. 
tify their principal sources of 
business advice. The vast ms- 
jority turn to their account- 
ants and lawyers tim. A sec- 
ond substantial group relies 
on its suppliers. And trade 
associations and other small 
businesses are also important. 
But virtually no small busi- 
nessmen use the government. 
funded institutions. 
Not that there's a short- 
age of government programs 
purportedly designed to help 
small business. There are so 
many programs that govern- 
ments have departments o
do nothing but keep track of 
the other programs. 
And none of these pro. 
grams is cheap - or particu. 
lady effective. Only 3 per 
cent of the Federation's 
members have placed pri. 
mary reliance on the federal 
agencies (includingthe Fed. 
eral Business Development 
Bank). The provincial agen- 
cies attract only about 1 per 
cent of the CFIB's members. 
Untve,,ty and commumty 
college business chools -
also heavily funded by gov. 
SM I TH 
emment -  work with only 
another I per cent. 
In other words, tax payers' 
money used forbureaucmtic 
programs doesn't contribute 
to a better small business en- 
vironment. Small business- 
men don't like bureaucracy 
and they don't trust civil ser- 
vants. But that should come 
as no surprise. Why should 
the government's rack rec- 
ord in managing its own af- 
fairs inspire conf idence  in 
any reasonable business man- 
ager? 
Interestingly, the most val- 
ued sources of assistance do 
not cost the taxpayers a nic- 
kel. Governments would, 
therefore, be well advised to 
scrap their current bureau. 
cratic horrors and work di- 
rectly with the trade associa- 
tions that smaller businesses 
already find worthwhile. 
Trade associations know 
their members' needs, they 
know the potential of the in- 
dustry - and they are not 
part of the civil service. 
Business schools should 
be reorganized to truly re- 
flect the requirements of 
small business; currently, the *" 
business schools pecialize in
turning out big business.ori- 
ented administrators. 
The savings could be pass- 
ed along in tax cuts for small 
business; tax cuts always 
work wonders in the business 
community. Cut out paper- 
work, bareaucmcy and waste 
- three mil lstones around 
business' neck, 
Government's heart is in 
right place. But actions peak 
louder than words. 
"Think small" Is an editorial 
message from the Canadian 
Federetlor, of Independent 
Busineas~ 
+:  
Poor maintenance 
blamed in fatal crash 
GRANNY, Que. (CP) - -  A 
combination of mechanical 
Jefects and a lack of 
maintenance may have 
caused a bus accident in 
wheel would have worked 
properly for ouly 20 senouda 
with full pressure appli~i ou 
the brakes. 
The passengers-- 
which 40 people lost their members of a group for the 
lives near Eastman, que., handicapped from Asbestos 
last August, expert wit- and their relatives and 
nesses indicated at a volunteer workers-- died 
coroner's inquest Wed- Aug. 4 when the chartered 
nesday, bus In which they were 
Edenard St. Gel]is, chief 
mechanic with the Quebec 
transport department, old 
the inquest he 1956 General 
Motors conch in which the. 
people died should never 
have been on he road 
because its air braking 
system was worn and had 
leaks. Most of the vietims 
• were mentally or physically 
handicapped. 
Roger Potvin, an engineer 
and former professor at the 
University of Laval, who 
examined the bus, said the 
braking system was in 
proper working order on only 
one wheel. Even then, the 
returning .home from a 
theatre in Eastman ap- 
parently lost Its brakes on a 
steep hill, drove through a T-  
intersoctiou and plunged into 
Lac D'Argent. 
It floated for about 15 
minutes but only seven 
people, inoludiug the driver, 
managed to escape. Earlier 
testimony shewed the driver, 
Denis Martel, thought the 
bus was on solid, ground 
when in fact it was floating in 
15 metres of water about T5 
metres from share. 
Potvin and St. Gelal] abe 
made reference to the Inn's 
hand emerg~iey (parking) 
SEARCH 
FOR 
BONES ON 
BELLA COOLA, B.C. 
(CP) - -  RCMP were 
searching today for the 
remains of an infant be. 
tieved buried tn n shallow 
grave near the Noopum 
River, 65 kilometres west 
of this remote northern 
British Columbia com- 
munity. 
The search follows the 
discovery earlier this 
week of a human skeleton 
at the site. 
RCMP Snpt. Scotty 
Gardiner said there were 
indications the victim 
died about five years ago. 
The body had been in- 
cinerated. 
He said about 3,~ 
pounds of debris, in -~ 
cluding soil and foliage in : 
the area where the' 
skeleton was found, have 
been moved to Vancouver 
for tests. 
Gardiner said police 
went to the site following 
a telephone tip from an 
unidentified woman in 
Vancouver. . . . . . .  
He said four persons 
had lived at the site. 
Bell] Coola is on an 
inlet about 450 kilometres 
nerthwest of Vancouver. 
hrake which had not been 
working for more than a 
mouth be~ora the accident. 
Potvin ako said a rubber 
dlaphram on a rear wheel 
appeared to have slipped 
from Its proper place and 
could have caused loss of air 
pressure from the brake 
system. 
He said a part in the ae- 
eelerater llnkaga was 
mlasin¢ Earlier testimony 
from three survivors 
establkhed that the bus, 
owned by Gllles Bolduc of 
Kingsey Falls, near 
Asbestos, and driven by 
Mortal, Bolduc's brother-in- 
law, stopped twice on the 
way li'om Asbestos to East- 
man while the driver 
checked whet appeared tobe 
a sticky eecolerator. 
St: Gelals indicated that 
the emergeney brake, if 
working properly, would 
only have slowed the bus and 
nat likely stopped IL 
BCTF leader 
slams move 
PENTICTON, B.C. (CP) 
- -  The president d the 
British Columbia Teachers 
Federation. (BCTF) said 
Tuesday it is politieally 
expedient for the provincial 
government o turn the 
school tax limelight on 
school boards. 
Pat Brady told a meetln~ 
of city teachero that the 
recentlyanneanced in~me 
in the school mill rate in- 
Four th  
bomb 
exp lodes  
SUDBURY, OnL (CP) - -  A 
19"/8 van owned by an Inca 
Metols Co. supervisor was 
destroyed Tuesday by a 
bomb blast outside a cem- 
munity centre in .nearby 
Copper Cliff. , ,. i 
Sudbury regloml:, police 
say the van, owned by 
Marcel St. Amour, was 
valued at $9,500. No one was 
injured in the explasiou but 
several windows in the 
centre were shattered and n 
car parked next. to St. 
Str ike   mo+, van wsa damaged. It was the fourth bombing 
in the area in the last year. 
c t i  In November, 1977, two ex. on noes  plosions at an Ontari0 Hydro 
transformer station eut 
BURNABY, B.C. (CP) --  power to 10,000 homes and 
Clerical and technical businesses in the area. One 
employees at Simon Fraser month later, Ineo's copper 
refinery was closed for 24 
hours after three explosions 
damaged equipment. 
In September of this year, 
two explosions damaged four 
Into trucks parked near the 
University continued their 
rotating strike action 
Wednesday, but the uni- 
versity administration is not 
considering locking them 
out, said Bill Youle, SFU's 
,porsouneldirector. Into general engineering 
The university was in a building. 
legal position to lock out the Police have not arrested 
600 employees, any suspects. 
dieates the Social Credit 
government wants to place 
more responsibility for 
educatlm and eollsctiou of 
school taxes on local school 
boards. 
. "The BCTF flrndy 
believes that the provincial 
government must assume a
larger share of the costs of 
public school education in 
B.C. from kindergarten to 
Grade .12," Brady said. 
"This wil l  have the effect of 
reducing the burden on local 
property taxpayers. 
Brady said that in 1978 the 
operating budgets of 
schook in the province went 
up by an average of 8.5 per 
cent: The provincial 
shareable portion of 
educatiou costs went up by 10 
per  cent and land assess- 
ments increased by nine per 
teat .  
"But the provincial 
property lax for edueallon 
went up 16 per cent," he said. 
"And whan ene looks at this, 
it becomes evident ~uch of 
the+ Ixu'dea for increased 
school taxation must lay 
with the province." 
_,.~" ~.,,~ 
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PAPERS 
COME 
OUT 
MINEHEAD, England 
(Reuter) - -  Builders 
refurbishing a London office 
stumbled across a hidden 
cupboard and found 
documents linking the 
names of politician Jeremy 
Thorpe and the former male 
model who claims they were 
once homosexual lovers, a 
court was told Wednesday. 
Thorpe, 49, and three other 
men are appearing at a 
preliminary, hearing into 
charges that they plotted to 
kill the model, Norman 
Scott. 
The state has alleged that 
Thorpe, former leader of the 
Liberal party, feared his 
career would be ruined by 
Scott, who was claiming 
publicly to have been 
seduced in 1961 by the pol- 
Itician. 
The court has been told 
that Peter Beasell, at the 
time one of Therpe'a close 
friends and a Liberal 
member of parliament, was 
asked to look after the Scott 
problem. He has been a 
major Crown witness. 
against Thorpe at the 
hearing. 
In 1974 Besaeli's business 
failed, n0d he went to live in 
the United States. Builders 
moved in to refurhl]h his 
office in London's 
fashionable Pall Mall street. 
In statements read to the 
court Wednesdey by 
prosecutor Peter Taylor, two 
builders described finding a 
black document case hidden 
in a concealed cupboard in 
the ceiling. There were 
letters, account books and 
cheque stubs--some of the 
material relating to Thorpe. 
A letter from Scott to 
Ursula Thorpe, the Liberal 
leader's mother, was among 
documents. 
A statement to the court 
from the newspaper said its 
legal department kept copies 
of the documents, which 
were given to Thorpe. 
The magistrates are sit- 
ting to decide whether 
Thorpe and his co- 
defendants shenid stand trial 
on conspiracy'charges for
plotting an abortive attempt 
to murder Scott. 
The State case is that an 
airline pilot named Andrew 
Newton was hired to kill 
Scott. 
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Concedes gap narro  
OTTAWA (CP) -- Op- 
position Leader Joe Clark 
predicted Wednesday that he 
will lose at least part of his 
latest wide lead in opinion 
polls over Prime Minister 
Trudeau's Liberal] before 
next year's election. 
Liberal] agreed. 
"The gap will narrow," 
Clark said following the 
release of November Gallop 
poll figures showing 
Progressive Conservatives 
with a lead of 10 percentage 
points over Liberals. 
Conservatives held 45 per 
cent support among decided 
voters, up three percentage 
points from October. 
Liberals had. 35 per cent, 
down two percentage points. 
The New Democratic Party 
drew ~lt per cent support, a 
rise of one percentage point. 
Others remained steady with 
two per cent. 
The poll showed 29 per cent 
of voters undecided, down 
slightly from 32 per cent in 
October. 
• "We have bottomed out," 
said Senator Keith Davey, 
Liberal campaign chairman, 
echoing statements he made 
a month ago when his.party 
was two percentage' points 
higher iv the polls. 
Senator A! Graham, 
Liberal party president, 
noted that Conservatives 
held the same t0-porcentage- 
point lead in January, 1977. 
By June that year, the sit- 
uation was reversed. 
Liberals held 51 per cent 
support. Con.~ervatives had 
27 per cent. 
"Who is to say history 
won't repeat itseif?'~ 
Davey said the l~fest poll 
figures are probably ~.t  of 
date and that they. ~dlect 
public feelings in t l~eeks  
followmg Oct. 16 byi~l~t ons 
called to fill 15 empty federal 
ridings. Liberals lost 13 of 
the 15. 
He was confident party 
fortunes had turned around, 
and that Trudeau would 
again lead Liberals to vie. 
tory in next election. • 
"There is no doubt hat we 
were in a slide," Davey said. 
"But we are no longer in it," 
Waily F i r th  (NDP- 
Northwest Terr i tor ies)  
described his party's one. 
percentage-point rise in the 
polls as ~' a nice Christmas 
presenL?' 
The poll was taken Nov. 2- 
HE-19101] 
Oook.A-Round Turntable 
Another Panasonio 
|xolusive 
The Panasontc Cook-A-Round magnetic turntable 
slowly rotates your food as it cooks. That means no 
'more pedodic manual turning of food 
during microwave cooking, An even overall 
cooking result is provided, BecaUse our turntable 
operates magnetically, there are no exposed motors 
or gears to worry about. Best of aft, the Cook-A- 
Round glass tray and turntable are easy to remove 
end can be cleaned with soap and water. 
@ 
4, after a federal-provincial 
constitutional conference 
organized by Tradeau, but 
before the last federal 
budget and the prime 
minister's latest cabinet 
shuffle. 
The results indicate 
Clark's Conservatives could 
have won a majority 
government if  an election 
had been held last month. In 
the July, 1974, election 
Liberal] won 14t seats in the 
264-member Commons with 
45 per cent of the vote. 
Conservatives won 95 seats 
with 35 per cent. 
Liberal ministers Judd 
Buchanan and Bud Cull]n 
agreed that the latest polls 
indicate Clark may have 
trouble r:,~lntaiulng political 
momen~ in the months 
remaining before the next if Liberals had slipped to 
election, per cent in the polls. But 
Buchanan, treasury board per cent appeared 
president and the govern- represent the party's:~a 
ment's chief political level of support. That, pl 
minister in Ontario, era- the 20-per.cent.undecid, 
pbuaized that public opinion 
has been extremely volatile to work with. ~:'r 
in the last year. 
Liberals and Con- 
servativas could trade leads 
in the polls within the space 
of a month, he said, adding 
that federal election cam- 
r ~ m  last 60 days. 
Buehanan said he ex- 
peered Liberal popularity to 
dip further than it did. 
"We have a good op- 
purtunity to turn it around 
before the next election." 
Cullea, employment and 
immigration minister, said 
be would have been worried 
factor, gave Llberals,+~en 
The current low Libe+ 
standing apparently will n 
affect Trudasu's leadersk 
of the party. 
"The prime minister 
anxious and determiv~ 
lead the party in the~ ne 
electico," Buchanen,~nai 
Clark said he is not~ve~ 
worried about his..~a: 
peaking too soon ne~J  
ciectlm. But Conservatives 
did have work to do to in- 
crease support in Quebec 
where they have traditiou- 
ally been weak. F '~  
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crowave Ovens, 
Features 
1. Auto Sensor cooking--just touch a single control 
and The Genius figures out the rest! 
2. Cook-A-Round magnetic tumtable for overall 
even cooking and defrosting. Easy to clean• 
3. Two-phase power programming, for delay starl. 
keep warm~ or multiple power cooking. 
See the Genius and other 
Panasonic Ovens 
Demonstrated Every 
Friday Evening and 
Saturdays 
at 
~P~- '~- - - - - - 'qM~Auto  1...one tap 
~'~.  ~ '~  ~,,~eheat Leftovers, Frank- 
~ "  +(~u:ters. Canned foods. 
:, + Auto  2...two taps 
~ Beef-Well, Meat Loaf. 
l Stews• Pot Roast, Pork 
Roast. Sausage. Lamb- 
Well 
I 
Auto  3...three taps 
Bs~.Medlum, Lamb- 
Medium. Bacon. Ham, 
Brownies, Rice 
Auto  4...four taps 
Beef -Ram,  Fish -Whole, 
Casseroles. Poultry 
~ ,  :%'m'q 
Auto 6...five taps 
Potatoes. Bean+., Carrots. 
Cauhflower. Peas 
AUtO 6...six taps 
Frozen Vogelabkm. 
Broccoli. CalYoage, 
Spinach. Shrimp. Pork 
Chops. Hamburgers. 
Muffins. Cupcakes 
TBTEM Furniture & Appl,ances 
638-1168 
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with Chris .Porter 
I 
Latest 
 oop 
,~ ,  
scores 
Two inter city games were Amos paced Kitamaat 
played in Monday night Village with 23 points, while 
Meus Basketball action. In GeraidAmospotted2l. Dale 
the oponing ame, Kilamaat Prest was Ev's top scorer 
Village downed the Ev's with 32 points. 
Clippers 10247, and in the 
second game, it was All ltwasAllSeasonsSporting 
Seasons Sporting Goods Goods wbo took centrol of the 
topping Kitimat Industrial second game right from the 
by a 91-75 count, start. By the time Kitimat 
Ev's Clippers tayed close Industrial netted their first 
to their Kitamnat Village basket, a foul shot, All 
opponents throughout most Seasons already had a 5-0 
of the first half, and were lead. They never looked 
down just 47-40 at bniftime, back, and by halftime bad 
The village team pulled opened up a 49-32 lead over 
away in the second half, their Kitimatopposillon. All 
however, and won com- Seasons eased up somewhat 
foriably, 102-77. Morris in the second half, but still 
coasted to an easy 9145 win. 
Tom Marvin spearheaded 
the All Seasons attack with 
31 points, while Dave 
Goertlen had 22. Randy 
Latimer had 22 points in a 
losing cause for Kitimat 
Industrial. 
The next scheduled action 
in the Terrace Mens 
Basketball League is 
tonight, at Skeena Jr. 
Secondary School, when 
Skoena Hotel will go up 
agaimt Kluss & Sons at 8:00 
p.m., and at 9:15 p.m., Ev's 
Clippers will take on All 
Seasons Sporting Goods. 
! N COMMERCIAL HOCKEY ,. , .  
Skeena Hotel still winning 
Despite a valiant effort, , Harold Cox con Skeeoa Hotel, Sev Ptstom onewithhisgoalatl0:27, but 
Gord0n & Anderson couldn't heeLed for Gordon & An- assisting on the play. Smoley seared an insuranCe 
quite keep up to Skeena derson as the teams were Piatord notched one of his goal at 12:36 to round out the 
Hotel, and ended up drop- deadlocked at one goal own at 8:13 to give Skeene sooriug, give him a bat triek, 
ping a dese 5-3 decision in apiece going into the middle Hotel a slim 3-2 lead going and his Skeena. Hotel 
Tuesday night Commercial frame, into the final twenty teammates the 5-3 victory. 
Hockey League action at the G&A briefly took a 2-1 lead minutes. The next scheduled action 
Arena. when Don Clifford potted one Joe Smoley's econd goal in the Terrace Commercial 
SkeenaHotersJoeSmoley at the 1:11 mark of the of the game eame at e:47 of Hockey League is tonight, 
opened the scoring with an second period. The lead was the third period, and in- 8:45 p.m. at the Terrace 
unassistodgoalat7:25oftha shertllved, however as just creasedSkesnaHoterslend Arena, when s~ond place 
first period. With just 1:21 over a minute later, Cliff to 4-2. Harold Cox brought Totem Ford will tangle with 
remaining in the period, F lu r ry  tied the game for Gordun & Anderson to within thirdspotMcEwanGM. 
INTER-CITY MINOR HOCKEY 
More games-in new year 
,, The shifting will be 
• • - necessary due to some teams 
having arranged games 
against teams outside the 
area, and a special coaches, 
•, dlnic in Kitimat in January. 
It's hoped the league can BUSINESS DIREOTORY get each of the 16 to ares TO play eight more games 
apiece. However, it may be 
ii~! ' . . . .  necessary to arrange only 
. . . .  ~ .Jai 
, .'.? : 
~2. 
• v=,:= : ,."ST A~,'ION 
K A T  nOD 
F IKABINETS 
(NORTHERN) LTD. 
FREE ESTIMATES 
TE  RRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
638-8195 
24 HOUR SERVICE  
ANSWERING,  
P~,.G. 
~i,OR,NG OR 
PHOTOCOPYING 
SERVICES 
4603;~ 9 F~ark Avedue, Terrace, B.C. VeG lV5 
KITCHEN CABINETS 
• MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • 
I 
BR. AD REESE 
AF~EA MANAGER 
36~. - 5"rH AVENUE 
PR~INOE GEORGE, B,C. V2L 3K5 
BL(S. 564.1488 
RF.~. 562.2281 
tenaoe Eleotronio Repairs Ud. 
! SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
' • SERVICE ON ALL 
MAKES OF T.V.'s 
i ~ . ~ e  ' Warrenty Depot for 
i.:~.:! ' ~':~".q~.]~.,'~'". " Zenith, Philllps, Hitachi, 
::.::Si~:~ i"~LM'~"<*:'*~' ~i "~ Sylvania . . . . .  
MON.- SAT. 8 a.m. - $ p.m. 
4623 I.~kelae 63S-4S,~ 
"BOOK NOOK" 
Buy, Sell & Trade Used Pocket Books 2 for 1 
We h~ve.a.gond selection of Hard Covered Books. 
:' =~': =~. OpenNew.Locatien' . . . .  • 
i0~ Tue. - Thu. - Sat. 
3211 Kalum 10-9 Friday 
GLACIER . 
L ,~.'b 4418 Legion Avenue 
A c~., Terraoo, B.C. 
s#V 
S " A Complete Glass and 
A luminum Service 
MR. BUSINESSMAN! 
This Spaoe Is Resorted 
For Your Ad. 
BARNEY'S SHOES & REPAIR 
~;  .AnMESS AN° SNOES RE.A,. 
I ~.OE SALES. WORK BOOTS AND LOGGER BOOT REPAIRS [ 
, Skate Sharpening I 
~;" 
i ~;; . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
II=~ "DINGLE DAN'S TOWING" 
Phone 
=" ~....i 635-2948 
. . . . . .  , 3923 Simpson Cresent 
HALLIwELL 
LUNCHEON SPECIALS 
IC B C A U TO 
i~  OPeN "6 A'M" " 9 P 'M'  M°n"Th l l r '  
6 A.M. - 3 A.M. Friday & Sat. 
. ,~,, Insurance • Sun. 10 A .M. -  9 P.M. 
Take Out Orders 
• 4642 Lazelle 635-5332 
Satellite Vinyl '1]' ]i[ x 
Jstom Furniture • Auto & Marine Upholstery • Vinyl IO i  
Van Conversion Accessories - R.V. Supplies • VISITORS 
~lDattopping & Hardware Vinyl Car Tops WELCOME ). 
~ead l lners .  Tonneao Covers. Auto Carpet. V.W. Seats 
~i .covered In original color and material, front & back 
~25 • Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather. Complete 
~0rvet ter  supplies. Antique Auto Restoration 
~:R .  3 Johns Road 
1=,-3~one 635.4348 
Oall us at 635-6357 9 to 5 
It will take some juggling, single weekend games in- Meanwhile, there's still MIDGETS 
but the Inter-City Minor stead of the normal five games remaining in the Mocso Lodge 1, B.C.G.E.U. 0 
Hockey Rcp Team League doubleheaders. This would first halt of the schedule. Kalum Tire 2; Kalum 
will play four more weeks of mean the single games Four of those games will be Electric 0 BUGS 
their schedule in the new would be "fear.pointers" in played in Terrace this 
year. place of the normal two weekend when Smithers Legion e, Elks 2 
points per game. Peewees and Midgets are Chipmunks 2, Fireflghters 2 
here for games Friday night 
When the overall schedule starting at 8 o'clock and 
is finishad it will mean each Saturday morning starting l n'ng"s 
teams will have played 20 at t0. 
games in this initial season. 
When playoffs for the region The other game at KiUmat 
ercheldin late February, the has Terrace Peewees 
winning • team in each visiting Kitimat Peewees. ,~. 
division will be presented This game will be played ¢ qLP with a major trophy to in- either Saturday or Sunday at 
dicate the championship, a time to be announced. 
coach? 
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) 
It 's a better-than-even 
chance that Bill lnglis, a 
former Buffalo Sabres 
player, will guide the Na- 
tional Hockey League club in 
i tonight's home contest 
against Los Angeles Kingu, a 
nesday. 
Paul Wieland, the team's 
(~ director of public relations, 
'4624 Greig Avenue, Terrace changedSaid thesinceSituationthe Sabreshad 
. . . . . .  chief executive officer fired 635-5,257,, general manager Punch 
'* Imlach and coach Marcel 
Pronevost Monday. 7th Annual Christmas Sale ~,~= Knox, the club president and board 
chairman, said at the time 
he expected to name a new 
1 O%OFF ALMOST EVERVTHIIIG iii THE STORE coach within a few days. Knox left the next day for 
(Except the Berflina 830 NHL meetings in 
• / '. Sewing  Mach ine)  H~m:  Fla. 
50 ~0 Ke~ G,ven ~4w~ay Eavh Diy ''• int~imh.vealltmtt=tbll~l " rsa  :S-'~ ~,, , •, Pub~had; repor=,,in, .~. 
former Sabres coach Joe 
Crosier as the choice to ~Friday and Saturday, Deoember 8th & $th succeed Pronovost, and ,  
• Wieland has said Knox told 
" him before leaving for 
iktlacrame, Miniatures, if/eel, Beads, Fimdanomice at°newbe coach.ready to an- p, Cake Decorating, Chocolate Making, Something apparently W'edding Supplies, Rug Hooking Kits sts,ed the tsu=, beea=e Wieland sa idhe  doubted 
action would be taken as 
quickly as he thought . . .  
Crozier, wisp coached me 
Sabres in the 1972-74 seasons, 
was named NHL Coach of 
the Year in 1975. He was 
fired next A Door Prize ~z~ the year after 
clashing with Imlach over 
lmlach's habit of lastructin~ Drawn on Saturday at 6:00 p.m, ,~ players. 
i:::i //:i•iiiiiiiiii;iil 
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Rose is now baseball's highest paid player. 
negotiating with Dave 
Parker, the National 
League's most valuable 
player for 1973. 
Parker will be in his 
contraet option year in 1979 if 
the Pirates are unable to 
sign him, and that would 
mean they could lose him in 
a frce-agent,rnarket that hat 
seems to be ~ climbing higher 
and higher," despite th(. 
warnings' of commissioner 
Bowie Kulm. 
At the news conferenee 
which unveiled Rose as 
baseball's highest-salaried 
player, there was some 
discussion of the lures he got 
from the finalists in the 
signing sweepstakes. Among 
them, said Rose, was the 
offer of a brood mare from 
• the Darby Dan Farm owned 
.by  the Galbreath family, 
which also owns the Pirates. 
That piece of intelligence 
must have fascinated 
'.Parker, who at 27, figures he 
should he worth at least as 
much to the Pirates as they 
offered a player I0 years 
Older. 
Reports swept the con- 
ORLanDO, Fla. (At') -- 
The economic vibratlom of 
Pete Rose's $3.2-mlllian free- 
agent contract with 
Philadelphia Phillies con- 
tinued to send shudders, 
through the baseball estab- 
lishment at the winter 
meetings Wednesday. 
And the team mos~. likely 
to feel the fallout first is 
Pittsburgh, which still is 
GOT GOOD BY ACCIDENT 
f I ,  
- Trying for 1980 Olympics 
camp champion and found a 
small club where she could 
practise twice a week during 
the winter. 
In 190z she entered the 
Canadian championships a
a total lue~z' and out- 
classed the field. She 
remained Canada's top 
woman archer for the next 
four years, entering the 
world championships in 1965 
and flntshin~ llth. 
In 19¢7 tld~,s suddenly fed 
apart. 
"I 'd got good by ~teeident," 
she says. "Now, very 
dearly, there were a number 
of g i r lsat  my level. It was 
my first real competition 
and there was the pesaibllity 
I might not win, 
"I didn't like that very 
much. I know I bad some 
faults in my form but I was 
not willing to take a year off 
to correct them and get 
hotter. 
"It's all wrapped up with 
ego. I made the world team 
but not in first place. I don't 
know where I finished, 
probably 45th." 
In the next Canadian 
championships McDonald 
was badly beaten in the field 
event. Suddenly sbe~/lsst~ 
interest. .... 
"I just didn't like it any 
longer. I wanted to stay 
home and knit or watch 
football games With my 
husband, anything else. So I 
quiL" 
Inclusion of archery for 
the first time in the 1972 
Olympics brought McDonald 
out of retirement but her 
first son was due at the same 
time as the Munich Games 
,so her comeback was 
deferred. 
Two years later, a few 
weeks after the birth of her 
second son, she was back in 
the Canaclinn cbam- 
pinuships. Her competitive 
enthusiasm was restored but 
the results were dis- 
appointing. She was unable 
to make the 1976 Olympic 
team. 
Meanwhile there were 
other problems. Her 
marriage broke up and she 
bad to take a parttime job as 
a cancer esearch assistant 
to help pay for her training. 
She eredits fellow-archer 
Gary Gillies with turning 
things around. He told her 
she was so busy ex- 
perimenting with her style 
that she neglected to prac- 
tise until she mastered any 
workable form. 
"This year I rethought my 
~training program," Me- 
DdnaM.ea~s. i decided to go 
with m~./~tural mistakes. I 
shoot eanted rather than 
with my bow perpendicular 
to the ground. So I set my 
sight crooked to compensate. 
"And I lowered my goals 
and expectations and 
decided to go for con- 
ststency. I created a series of 
little challenges for myself 
that added up to a whole lot 
of confidence. And, at my 
level, mental attitude and  
control is 90 per cent of 
success." 
At the 1978 Canadian 
championships she battled 
former world champion 
Lucille Lessard arrow for 
arrow, losing by two points. 
Three weeks later she went 
to Switzerland and finished 
eighth in the world. 
"It didn't matter that I 
dldn, t win. I stood up under 
some intense pressure and I 
didn't choke." 
She says she recognizes 
that she may never each the 
top again because the youngr 
competition has a technical 
head start. 
"My days are numbered. I 
know. these young, 
aggressive women are going 
to beat me. But I 'm more 
mature. I'm prepared. And 
I'm going to fight as hard as 
I con. As an athlete, I'd be 
crazy not to try for the 1980 
Olympics." 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Joan 
McDonald plucks an arrow 
from the quiver and fits it 
deliberately into h~r bow, a 
spaeeage cont rapt ion  
hosting little resemblance to 
the Robin Hood variety. 
She draws the string back 
until It touches her face, 
squints through the sight she ' 
has patiently tuned for eight 
weeks and makes minute 
corrections to her stance. 
There is a soft dick and the 
s leek ,  ,un feathered ,  
a luminum 'arrow s t reaks  
toward the bullseye. 
The exeretse is ropsa~ed. 
100 thnss in the next four 
hours, five nights a week, up ' 
to 10 months a year. In ad- 
dition, ,tiers .are regular 
weightlifting "sessions to 
build up the strength 
required to pull back a string 
that demands the same 
effort as lifting with one 
hand a 30-pound bag. 
In a two-day international 
• compotltiou, archers must 
shoot 144 arrows in groups ot 
three at targets 30 to 70 
metres away. They have 15) 
seconds to fire each group. 
Top competitors score 
around 300 of a possible 360 
pointe. 
McDonald fired her first 
arrow 20 ycors ago, when she 
was 15, at a summer camp. 
In a couple uf years he was 
Smyl, Tudor and Wilson 
all sent down to Dallas 
VANCOUVER : --  himself into condition and. 
Vancouver Canucks sent return to the Caancks. 
Wilson, 30, was purchased 
last month from Pittsburgh 
Penguins when injuries hin- 
• dered Vancouver net- 
minders Glen Hanlou and 
Gary Bromley. Hanion was 
p layed  spectacu lar ly ,  
however, and the Canacks 
are undefeated in their last 
four games. 
Also sent to Dallas were 
rookie right wiagers Rob 
Tudor and Start Smyl. 
Tudor, 22, began the 
season in Dallas, but was 
recalled by the Canucks 
when Smyl suffered a 
shoulder injury three weeks 
ago in Chicago. Tudor had 
one assist with the NHL 
team. 
:. " - .;:!'. 
Smyl, 20, had two g~ 
and eight assists in 11 games 
before his injury. He wi l l  
play three weekend games in 
Dallas before rejoining the 
Canucks. 
three players Wednesday to 
Dallas Black Hawks (~ the 
Centra iHockey League, 
including veteran goaltender 
Dune Wilson, 
A spokusman for the 
National Hockey League 
team said Wilson needed 
plsy~ng time with the CHL 
team so he could work 
Libett gives Wings a tie 
DETROIT (AP) - -  Nick winn streak. ' The Canadieus capitalized 
Llbatt scored early in the Detroit, which is winlsss in on power plays in a penalty- 
'third period Wednesday four straight games, has plagued first period to pull 
night to give Detroit Red only one victory and six ties ahead 2-0. Yvon Lambert 
Wingn a 2-2 deadlock with to show for its last 27 scored at 8:48 and Pierre 
Montreal and snap the meetings against the Mondouat 17:13 as referee 
Canadiens'  three-game defending Stanley Cup 
National Hockey League champs. 
Penguins down Leafs 
Bob Myers called 14 in- 
fractions against the t~o 
teams. 
Guy LaFleur, the NHL's 
leading scorer, assisted on 
both goals to give him 42 
r~od on goals ny Pete points on the season. 
Mahovlich and Kindrachuk. Dale McCourt got his ninth 
- The Maple Leafs tied it goal on a pass from Errol 
early in the second period on Thompson at 3:08 for the 
goals by Ron Ellis at 2::22 only goal of the second 
and Walt McKechnte five period. 
minutes later. . Then the Red Wings took 
Then Rick Kehee, with advantage of a lapse by 
help from Kindrachok, put Montreal goalieKenDryden, 
the Penguins ahead 3-2. who circled behind his net m 
K|ndPnohnk ~o-red - clear a free puck. Dryden 
: ' . " - - ' . - - ' -  .7 "~ - " barely got back to the net to nunute rater, men MaYO - -  - - -  - make a save on a sno~ oy Burrows, formerly with n~,.^;.,, v=.~.., 
Pittsburgh, got his first gnu ,.,ab,, h , . t  l , ihoft 
for Toronto to outthelead to Ned°m~'e';e~u~d"over't~" 4-3. lifted th r 
sprawled goaltender at :48 of 
Rod Schutt ended the the last period. 
scoring at 9:41 for the Detroit outshot the 
Penguins. Canadlens 23-16. 
, PITI'SBURGH (AP) --  
Orest Kindrachuk scored 
two goals and as~la .ted on two 
more to pace Pittsburgh 
Penguins to a 6-4 win over 
Toronto Maple Leafs in a 
National Hockey League 
game Wednesday .night. 
The win was the zourm, 
along with one tie, .in Pitt- 
sburgh's last five games and 
the third defeat in a row for 
the Leafs*. Pittsburgh 
defencemea Randy Carlyle, 
formerly with the Leafs, 
suffered a fractured left 
ankle when struck by a puck 
in the first period. 
The Penguins, now 9-13-4, 
took a 2.0 lead in the first pc- 
~°..~.;~;~;~..~.~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;:;~;~;~;~;~;~;~:.:~;:;:;:~;~:~:~.~.:~.~;~;~;~;~;~;.~-~;~;~:~;.~':;~:;~; 
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Weiltion Wednesday that tremendous "affect on the 
Parker had t~ken a new player market. "if I didn't 
upproach to negotiations go in that direction, I 
with the Galbreaths. Pitt- wouldn't be doing my job," 
sburgh had hoped to con. Reich said. 
elude the talks by November Pete Peterson, Pitt- 
but Parker and his lawyer, sburgh's general manager, 
Tom Reich, preferred to wait said the money already on 
andseswbatkindofpackage th  table for Parker is far 
Rose received, more than that offered Rose. 
Now they know, and it will But Peterson didn't mention 
almost certainly affect horses or any other fringe 
future negotiations, benefits that obviously would 
Meanwhile, relief pitchers 
remained the main priority 
in the player marketplace. 
• Toronto sent reliever 
Victor Cruz to Cleveland in 
exchange for a pair of miner 
league infielders, Alfredc 
Griffin and Phil Lansford. 
"We are future-oriented," 
said Pat  Gillick, general 
manager of the Blue Jays. 
"A number of clubs were 
interested in Cruz, but we 
Cruz, 7-3 with nine sa~s 
and a 1.72 earned run 
average for the Blue Jays 
last season, was the second 
top American League 
reliever dealt at t~e&e:' 
meetings. 
Tuesday, Pittsburgh and 
Seattle completed a "SIX" 
player swap which delivered 
Enrique Bomo to the 
Pirates' bullpen, where he 
will share the work load with 
Reich, who is at those 
meetings, said the report 
that Parker was asking for 
the same package that the 
Gaibrsaths had offered Rose 
was untrue. 
But the lawyer 
acknowledged that the Rose 
deal would have a 
increase the total worth of 
the contract package. 
There also is a certain 
amount of time pressure on 
the Pirates because Parker 
has said that if he isn't 
signed by opening day next 
season, he will leave Pitt- 
sburgh. 
wouldn't have traded him 
unless we could get two 
players like Griffin and 
Lansford." 
The trade came one year 
after the Blue Jays had ac- 
qulrod Cruz in a trade with 
St. Louts at the 1977 winter 
meetings. 
Kent Tekulve, who appeared- 
in 91 games last season. ~' 
Earlier in the w¢ek~: 
California signed f~ee-a~nt" 
pitcher Jim Ban" and Angelm,. 
manager Jim Fregosi e .~ 
pbaslzed that he would 
the ex-sen Francisco ht l i '~  
exclusively in the bullpen. 
. .,.~.-'! 
Great taste 
.with half 
the alories. 
Agreot rqM beer 
• forall, kind= d rmmonm, 
t" i i 
\ ,i 
A Dream Come True... 
If you've ever dreamed of nning a grandfather clock 
without h~ng to pay $500 or more, this is your chancel 
Yes, for only a few days, you can order this 6.foot tall Grandfather clock direct from 
our B.C. fa,:tory! Traditional cabinetry in a dark walnut finish, with a graceful 
swinging chime that chimes reliably on the half hour, and counts the full hours, 
ornamental ~eights, and the soothing rhythm of the old.fashioned TICK.TOCK you've 
loved since you were a child. 
a EXACTLY AS • NOT A KIT! THIS IS A FULLY 
~ ILLUSTRA'rED COMPLETED CLOCK 
although it does come in 3 parts for shipping and 
handling purposes. Setting.up time is 15-20 minutes. 
• The weights are ornamental because the precisely timed 
sprmg.drwen movement is automaUcally wound by two THIS 6 FT TALL O.cell batter,es every eight m,nutes to live you y~rsof  m oa wOrry.free service, whale you hsten to the tick.lock SOUND 
of a pendulum clock. 
GRANDFATHER . The flashhs h' batter,es, wh,ch also dr,ve the chime, w,II 
last a year to 18 months. 
CLOCK N0W ONLY . The movementcarr,esaone.year guarani.. Detads enclosed with every clock. 
• 179' / To!am 
Furniture I 
, Appliances 
4664 Lakoiso Avenue 
638-1168 
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41 
3. All letters will be published in the Christ- 
mas letter supplement with the Christmas 
Carols. 
4. Prizes awarded by draw. 
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Closing Date 
for Letters 
is 5 p.m. 
December 
15th, 1978 
"Ma i 1 To" 
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3212 Kalm St., Terraoe, O.O. 
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U.S. wants that oil 
Bill Blackwater, president of Gitskan Gitksan-Carrier Tribal Council 
- ARRIER 
Native meeting 
The Ist Annual Gitlamn- 
Carrier Tribal Council 
Omvention will be held in 
Kispiox on Thursday and 
Friday. 
Council President, Bill 
Bisckwater, said the con- 
ventiou will be a celebration 
of the meeting held one year 
ago with Hugh Faulkner, 
Minister of Indian Affairs, 
and Iona Campagnolo, 
Skeena MP, wbon the 22,000 
GS~thsanre mile land claim of the 
~3arrier people was 
accepted by the federal 
government for negotiation. 
Blaekwater says that 
Faulkner and Campagnolo that will be our 
have been invited to attend slogan...Gitksan-Carrier --
the convention and in, GeitingStrenger." 
vitatlona are going out to. "/'be twn-,]ay program will 
B.C.'s Minister of Labour, inel-~, the president's 
Alan. Williams, and h;~ report, program reports, 
assistant, Robert Exeli. committee reports, a 
"We are looking forward traditional welcome feast, 
to conducting a lot of election and a banquet. 
business and having a lot of The council represents 
fun at the convention," said naerly 4,500 native lndinns in 
Blaekwater. "We want our the Upper Skeeoa River 
guests from other tribal region from the Gitksan and 
areas to participate in this Carrier villages of Kit- 
fun. We will demonstrate~tt~egukl.a, H gwi lget ,  
how our council is becom/ng MO=;iee~n, Gitanmaax, 
stronger and stronger with Sil~ad!)ak',Kispiog, Kitwanga 
support from the people and and'Kitwanconl. 
Monarchy supported 
LONDON (Router) -- fairs, Jamieson added. He' People's Organization 
Canada has every intention believes the Commonwealth (SWAPO), one of the major 
ofremainingaeonstltutinsal c n be crueial'.in solving the. black groups in Namthla, 
mo~prchy~,.~m. 1 Affa~. l' p r lo~B;~,o fa ' . ,A f r l~ 'a~D,  has refueed to participate in 
M '~/.t~r~ D0n~d.a.mle~..nis~.u eluding ~[~a.plib~,an, d R~ W" the current vote and police 
Wed i~y,  anun~ mere m deela. " ' • l 
great love in Canada for the 
Queen. 
"I can't conceive of any 
development inmay country 
that would change the 
foaling for the monarchy," 
Jameson added in a speech 
before the Royal Com- 
monwcalth SoCiety. 
Canadians have a great re- 
epect, affection and "indeed 
love" for the Queen, he said. 
In his native Newfoundland, 
• Britain is described as ' ' ~ l 
mother country." 
Jamlason said ha believes 
that despite Britain's 
membership in the 
European Common Market, 
It remains the fountainhead 
of the Commonwealth. He 
hopes that Britain does not 
become so preoccupied with 
Europe that the Com- 
monwealth "will have to 
• play second fiddle." 
Juminson re, retted that 
Canada's relationship with 
India is "not as good as I 
would like it to be" because 
of India's hesitation over 
signing a nuclear non- 
proliferation treaty. "Our 
relations would be far better 
if these nuclear tensions 
were out of the way." , 
As for the Queen, Canada s
attitude toward the 
sovereign remained un- 
diminished despite talk of 
new moves to' bring its 
constitution home. from 
Westminster. 
Touching' on the situation 
in Namibla .where South 
Afrioanspousored elections 
are tmde~ way, Jamieson 
said that "if we fail in 
Namibia/' the situation in 
Africa might disintegrate. 
Canada nd other Western 
countries are supporting 
have arrested some of their 
leaders following bomb 
explosions. 
Jamieson told reporters It
was never the UN intention 
that SWAPO should have a 
unique role as sole 
representative in Namibla. 
He said South Africa has 
made a "quite important 
concession" in recent weeks 
in agreeing to retain 
responsibility for Namibla 
pending UN elections which 
may be held next year. 
• If South ~, Africa does not 
'move toward the holding of 
UN elections, some decisive 
UN action may be taken, 
Jamieson said, referring to 
recurring demands for 
nanetions against the Pre- 
toria government. 
Jamieson' said he hopes 
South Africa might prove its 
good faith on Namibts within 
weeks or months but added 
Canada holds a strong proposals, for elections in that in referring to a 
belief in the Commonwealth that territory under United timetable, he is thinking of 
and the need to keep sight of Nations upervision, the "dynamic of events" and 
moral values in world af- The/3outh Wes t African not of an ultimatum. 
Wh I " " "  " - "  e an  s lams 1118 cr i t iCS  
OTTAWA (CP) - -  deliberately ignoring the up the 26 milliea eggs the 
AgrlcultureMinlaterEugeoe sueeesses of supply man- Canadian Egg Mark~ti~ 
Wbeinn says critics of farm agement in food produciion Agency (CEMA) ha 
marketing boards are and would prefer to have destroy several years ago 
farmers reduced to the because they had rotted in 
peasants of centuries past. storage, Wbelan said. . 
L , , r~ '~ 'a - ' "  w~= told the annual "What they dent seem m 
convention of the National remember is farmers used to 
Farmers Union on Wed- throw out more eggs that names  n~d~y I that U.S. etudes that 10~ore CEMA" because 
reinforce his belief that of overproduction rrefusals 
marketing boards are the by processors "to take the 
~'m I"1 only way l ~ protect  ~ eggs  because  it would force s . .a -ows  
OTTAWA (CP) -- Op- 
position Leader Joe Clark 
has given shadow cabinet 
jobs to two of the party'st0 
winners in October 
byeleetions. 
David Cromble, former 
Toronto mayor and wineer in 
the Rosedale ridi~, has 
been told to comer up with a 
party policy on the voluntary 
sector--service clubs, 
charitable organizations, 
church groups and the like. 
Robert de Cotret, former 
lk~rdldent of the Conference 
in Canada nd winner 
in Ottawa Centre, has been 
assigned to co-ordinate 
development policy. 
Clark also announced that 
MP Pan'in Be~t~ l 
(Wellingtm~GreyDufferi~ 
Waterloo) has been named 
supply end service critic in 
the shadow eabineL And Dan 
McK(mele (PC--Wlneipeg 
South Centre) has been 
named veterans affairs 
erlticL replacing Jack 
Marshall who has been ep- 
painted to the Senate. 
The open-market system, 
which shewed its merit with 
a sharp Jump in turkey 
lxicns in the last few months 
even though farmers got 
little from the Increase, was 
"tufty a patchwork solution 
and a dangerous one at 
that." 
The market system would 
mean more imports from 
counriea whlch spend 
millions supporting their 
farmers. *'Once we start to 
rely on other countries for 
our staples we will see not 
j~,: the death of agriculture 
but the death of Canada as 
an independent ation." 
WSelan said consumer 
groups and editorialists 
can't accept that farmers 
should receive incomes uch 
as others earn for running 
complex enterprises. Far- 
mere were expected to bear 
all the costa of food 
production and still get low 
prices. 
Critics continue to dredge 
Irices dawn. 
Critics ignore that egg 
prices have been virtually 
unchanged in the last two 
years and dairy products, 
another highly-regulatod 
farm commodity, increased 
only seven per cent in price, 
Wbelan said. Food prices in 
general had climbed 18 per 
cent. 
Whelan said marketing 
boards can withstand 
analysis by any group. The 
calibre of their business 
operations would match 
those of large companies 
such u automobile makers. 
He was constantly blamed 
for the growth in markeUmg 
boards yet he had only 
overseen the hatching of onlY 
one--the Canadian Turkey 
Marketing Agency. 
He said the Progressive 
Conservative governments 
of Alberta and Ontario have 
brough in much tougher 
marketing boards than Ule 
federa l ly  author ized 
agencies. 
OTTAWA (CP) --A United 
States bid for an extension of 
oil exports from Alberta will 
be a key topic in energy talks 
Friday. 
Energy Minister Alastalr 
Gillespie and U.S. Energy 
Secretary' James 
Sehlesinger have scheduled 
a day-long closed meeting to 
discuss the exports as well as 
a wide rar:'-, ~f o~.~v energy 
issues 
Included wid be proposals 
for an oil pipeline across 
Canada, . sale to the U.S. of 
surplus heavy fuel oil in 
eastern provfnces, oil 
storage sites on the East 
Coast and the security of 
world off supplies. 
The National Energy  
Board said in a report in 
September that crude oil 
supplies had improved to the 
point where it would be 
reasonable to extend until 
1983 the current daily export 
from Alberta of 55,000 bar- 
reis of valuable, light crude 
oil. Policy now is to reduce 
the exports to 20,000 barrels 
next year and 1,000 barrels a 
day in 1980. 
Giliesple says the federal 
government will decide 
whether to accept he board 
decision after he has had 
talks with Sehlesinger. 
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PAGE 4 ITEM Reg. Price SALE 
A 139.98 124.98. 
B 199.98 179.98~ 
C 139.98 124.98 
D 169.98 149.98 
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G 169.98 149.98 
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SIMPSON SEARS LTD. 635-6541 4615 Lazelle 
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Mal  
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Slx by  
635-6541 
Last Day To Order December 14th, 1978 
SlmplOnS-Smm Ltd. 
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Slm~o~-Sears Ltd. prk:es 
4615 Lazelle Avenue 
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FrL 9:30 -9:00 
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TERRAI]E DRUGS LTD. 
!1201 Kalum 636-1214 
Vitamins 
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7bys, Toys, Toys 
"::I~i~oASSI F I ED RATES SURSCRIPTION 
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~" sertlons $1 50 per Insertion. By Mall 3 ruth lS.O0 
• ' -,~.~ By Mall 6 ruth ~.00 
;!!i':R'E FUN DS: By Mail year  45.00 
~'f, Fb"st Insertion charged for SenlorCitlsen year20.0~ 
• Whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after British Commonwealth and 
ad has been set. United Statea of Ameriea one 
CO'RRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
~5 cents pick up. 
51.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $S.00 per 
nsertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADL INE 
year 58.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phene 635.6357 
The Herald reserves th~ 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or relect any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, and to repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement wi l l  be 
destroyed unless mailing' 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertlseme0ts must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting spac~ 
that the liability of the, 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or in the event of an error. 
appearing in the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be l imited to the, 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct Insertion for tho 
portion of the advertising 
space occupled by the In- 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any evenS'greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
One 1976 above cab height 
Explorer canop~ ~op with 
roof rack. 
1978 100 Suzuki motorcycle. 
Contact Bob 635-6391. (aS- 
12D) 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to 
day of publication Monday to 
Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH OROER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of $5.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
i ' "':TiONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted withln one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
: wedding and.or engagement 
:, pictures. News of weddings 
(write-ups) received one 
: month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
:. without pldure. Subject to 
condensation. Payable in 
advance. 
! CLASS IF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5,50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30.3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap. 
pelntment. 
Babysitters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Ira. 
munlzatlon. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the 
Health Unit on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday from 
3.4:10 p.m. by appointment 
~tly. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held 
throughout he year at in- 
tervals for expectant 
parents. Phone the Health 
Unit for details and 
registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home 
for those who need it on 
referral from their family 
doctor. Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. 
Held on third Monday of 
every month. Develop- 
mental, vision, hearing 
screening done. Please 
phone for appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday af- 
ternoon at 1 - 2 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased' 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing tests will be done by 
referral from family doctor 
or community health nurse. 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Officeat No. 205-4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel. 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
•consultant. 
The Terraee-Kit imat 
;Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635.3747 or 635.~3023. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
6311-8318 
ILearn to Fly. Join Air 
Cadets, Terrace Squadron Is 
accepting applications for 
September. If you enloY of 
think you would enioy flying, 
rif le range, outdoor ac- 
tivities and are between 13.1a 
years of age, please call: 
Ml~e Smith at 635.5036 or 
I~v Tase at 635.7598 
Pregnant and In need o 
support? 
Call for help from Right.to. 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635-3164 
Carol at 635-5136 
J~nna at 635../503 
Ladles Slim Line C:,L me?t, 
Monday evening --6:30 p.m. 
- -  United Church basement, 
Kltlmat. (nc.10.14) 
WANTE D DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
; for the :4andicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2232 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
• p.lckup. 
color, nationality, ancestry Forest Public Advisory 
or place of origin, or because Committee will be presen- 
his age Is beNveen 44 and 65' ~ a lecture and discussion 
years, unless thecondltlon Is on logging in the Kitimat 
lustlfled by a bona fide' Valley, December 12, at 7:30 
requirement for the work p.m. at tho Ranger Station in 
involved. 
Do You Feel You Have 
ADrinking Problem? There 
Is help 
Available! 
Phone 635-5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Mon.: 6:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 8':30 p.m. 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 10 
to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
Weight Watchers meetlnb 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following Services: 
. Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
. Day care for working 
people 
. Drop-in for companionship 
& coffee 
Monday thru Friday 0.4. 
Transportation available, 
Contact 5keenavlew Lodge. 
635-2265. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreclaI~ 
any donations of good, clear 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635-5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shol: 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between I1 a.m. 
and 3 p,m. Thank you 
!(nctfn) 
Terrace, All interested 
people are invited to attend. 
A forum on the Kitimat 
Valley, discussing the pros 
and cons Of use for forestry, 
industrial development, 
fisheries, recreation or 
agriculture will be held on 
December 19. If you are 
interested in the fate of the 
valley, please attend. (nc7- 
121)) 
Kitimat Centennial Museum 
293 City Centre, Kitimat 
On Friday, December 1, the 
local Annual Adult Art Show 
will open at 4 p.m. at the 
Kitimat Museum. The 
paintings will be on display 
from December I to January 
13. YOU are cordially invited 
to view the exhibit and -- 
maybe -- chose that special 
Christmas gift. 
Museum Hrs,: 12-5, Fridays 
12-8, closed Sun. & Mon. 
(neG-aD) 
TERRACE 
LiI"rLE 
THEATRE 
Get your tickets early for 
the Terrace Little Theatre 
Christmas production of Ben 
and the Boxes. Tickets are 
$1.50 for adults and children 
and will be sold at McColi 
Realty or the door. Only 75 
seats per night• Per- 
formances are at 7:30 p.m. 
on Dec. ? and Dec. 9, at 6 
p.m, at Dec. 8 and two 
matinees at 2 p.m. on 
Saturday, and Sunday. 
(Nc4-BD) 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEED HELP? 
Call Birthright for an 
alternative to abortion, 
Phone 632.46o2 anytime 
Room 233, Nechako Centre. 
(nettn.20n) 
Do you want to be the Avon 
lady in your neighborhood? 
Call Mary 635.2517. (ctfn- 
21n) 
Dental receptionist wanted. 
Phone 635.2552. (c4-8D) 
WANTED: Band to play for 
New Year's Eve Dance in 
Kitwanga. Accommodations 
provided. Phone 849-5417 ol
849.5449. (cl0-8D) 
MANAGER & SECRETARY 
ANNUAL CHRISTMAS 
PARTY 
Once again, the Terrace 
Hotel will hold their annual 
Manager and Secretary 
Christmas Party. This gNes 
the managers the op- 
portunity to show their 
appreciation to their 
secretaries for the fine work 
and dedicated loyalty 
throughout the year. It is 
also a fine opportunity for 
some firms to have a 
Christmas Staff Party at a 
small cost, 
THE DATE: Wednesday, 
Dec. 13, 1978 SCHOOL 
The Time: 12 Noon to 4 p.m. DISTRICT88 
The Place: Terrace Hote l ,  (TERRACE) 
Skeeca River Room. 
A beautiful and delicious Applications are invited 
buffet dinner will be served, for the following positions. 
in the usual Terrace Hotel Duties to commence 
tradition and featuring January 2,1979 except where 
"Aug ie ' s  Spec ia l " .  otherwise noted. Uplands 
Remember our famous 1. Grade 2 
"Gluhwein" (Hot Wine)? Elementary 
2. Grade 5 Uplands 
Yes, there will be plenty of Elementary 
that. 
Enterta iner:  Beautiful 3.Grade5 ClarenceMichtel 
"Anjell" from Edmonton 4.Grade5 JolmField 
will delight you with her Elementary 
songs. (Hazeltan) 
Price: $8.50 per person, and 5. English Teacher-- This is 
tickets are available now at a 40 percent teaching 
the Terrace Hotel or phone assignment in Caledonia Sr, 
635-2231 for reservations Secondary. Duties to com- 
mence January 31, 1979. 
soon. 
P.S.: Wives are welcome 
top.!ll I (ncl3-13D) 
I~ f• ,  
T~.~.ce BPOE No. 425 
re~f'ar meetings first and 
6. English Teacher. Stewart 
Secondary 
7. Elementary librarian -- 
Hag time position in Copper 
Mountain Elementary. 
Please submit applications 
together with supporting third Thursdays. Elks Hail, 
33121~parks Street. (tfn- documents o: 
1,3Th) Mr. M. Bergsma, 
The Salvation Army will be 
sponsoring a Christmas Tea 
and Sale on Decemher 9 
between 1 and 5 p.m. Ad 
mission $1.00 -- 4637 Walsh 
Ave. 
Everyone Welcome 
19-9n) 
The Terrace Day Care 
Auxiliary will be holding a 
BAKE & CRAFTS SALE at 
the Terrace Co.op, 
December 22 from 5 p.m, 9 
P.M. All of our friends who 
wish to donate any crafts or 
baked goods can drop them 
off at the Day Care Centre, 
3425 Kalum on or before 
December 22 - 4 p,m. (ne30- 
22d) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum. 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
SPORTSMEN'S 
Barber Shop 
Now Open Fridays til eight. 
Across from Post Office, 
3223 Emerson 
(a-06) 
SKEENA COLORS 
Residential 
Commercial Painting 
Phone 638-1835 
(aj4 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
House wiring. 
635-5826 
(ctf) 
RUPERT STEEL 
& SALVAGE LTD, 
We buy copper, glass, all 
metals and batteries. 
Location -- Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p.m. Man. to Sat. 
Phone 624.5639 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD, 
(Was Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635.3479 anytime 
t l  ill REWARD 
for information leading t( 
the return of 2 female black 
Labrador Retrievers. 
Susie, aged 4 years. 
Missing Nov. 22, 1978. Lily, 
sged 6 months. Missing 
Dec. 2, 1978. Telephone 
635-5488 
(p4-SD) 
II 
Director 
of Instruction, 
School District 
88 (Terrace) 
Box 460, 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 4135 
Persons who have sub- 
mi t ted  app l i ca t ions  
previously should contact 
Mr. Bengsma t 635-4931 to 
reactivate their file. 
DEADLINE FOR ARRIVAL 
OF APPLICATIONS IS 
DECEMBER II, 1926. (a3- 
81)) 
Paper Carrier for Terrace 
Herald needed for the Mc- 
Connell area on the bench. 
Phone 
635-6357 
(no.off n) 
AN OHIO OIL CO. offers 
plenty of money plus cash 
bonuses, at home training 
for mature individual in 
Terraee.Kit imat area. 
Regardless of experience, 
write S.D. Read, Pres., 
American Lubricants Co., 
Box 696, Dayton, Ohio 45401. 
(a3-7,8,11D) 
Terrace Answering Bureau 
requires experienced sales 
person to market elephone 
answering service on a 
generous commission basis. 
Successful applicant will 
have had previous sales 
experience, some formal 
sales training, experience in 
prospecting, setting ul 
appointments and cold 
canvass ing .  Ef fect ive 
personal presentor, good 
communicator, high school 
graduate and have 
automobile. Must have 
references and be bondable. 
Interviews set up for Dec. 14, 
15. Send resume to: 
William Kerr & Associates 
14899 Marine Drive 
Whiterock, B.C. 
V4B 1C2 
(a2-aD) 
FORSALE 
Fujica 705 Camera with 26 
mm wide angle lens and 
case. Only one year old. 
Phone 
635-2967 
after 5 p.m. (stf-tfn) 
Girl Guide cookies for sale. 
Will deliver. 635.3553. 635- 
3260. 635.3294. (no-fin) 
One 12' aluminum boat - 
$250• I clarinet - like new - 
$125. I pr. 7~/~ Munari Ski 
boots - $40, 1 pr, 7 ski boots -
$15, Very old Stroneberg 
radio-record player cabinet 
$I00. Phone 635-5294 after 
4:30 p.m. (pl0-18D) 
III | 
Double Beds -- $49 each. 
Color T.V. (20" RCA) - 
k340. Chrome chairs (new) 
. $28 each. Dishwasher, like 
new- $390. Adding machine 
• $40. Ping pong table -$60. 
Phone 
¢~-7586 
(pg.8D) 
1 
Complete front end for Jeep Farm tractor forsale. Phone Wunted to Rent: Young 
- -  $150. Phone 635-9541. (p3- 635-3604. (p3-aD) business man requires 
11D) furnished apartment, room 
and board or shared ac- 
Fisher airtight stove. Baby commndation. Phone 635- 
Bear Model. Phone 635-3996. 9226, ask for Jan. (c55.11D) 
(p3.11D) 
Large new housekeeping Responsible working girl 
Snowhlower (Bolens) 25" room suitable for working locking for a one bedr~m 
scoop. 8 liP electric starL man. Fridge, stove, 
$600 OBO. Phone 635.2614 everyth ing furn ished,  apartment or cottage, t;a 
dl 
after 6 p.m. or weekends. Central location, separate Maryat638.1090aRer4p.m. 
(pS-ISD) entrance, parking and (c2-8D) 
cablevision supplied. 635- 
LEAVING TOWN--MUST 
SELL: 
31/z HP lawnmower - $75. 
Antique trunk - $15. Canoe 
,with paddles and preservers 
- $,50. 2. suitcases - $10 ca. 
Pine buffet and hutch - $130. 
Stereo speakers - StO ea. 
Phone 635-5563. (p3-11D) 
1971 Kawasaki. 90 ca. 110 lb. 
weight lifting set - $125, 
Phone 635-5970. (pT-llD) 
, ! 
1970 Chev ~4 Ton 4 wheel 
drive. 
Bolen Tructor GI4 with 
snow-thrower -- roto -- 
spader. 635-3567. tp4-8D) 
8 liP International 
Snowblower. Excellent 
condition. Owner tran- 
sferred, must sell. Phone 
635-7026. (p3.8D) 
One 30" range, .gold, self- 
cleaning. Almost new. Phone 
635-5826 after5 p.m. (p3-aD~ 
'Must Sell' -- leaving 
Kitimat, 4 bedroom home on 
Brant Street. Open to offers• 
635-4308. (c15-16d) 
For Sale: One pair size 91/2 
Kastinger Leather Ski Boots 
. $20. Oil heater, 35,000 BTU's 
- $15. 500 gallon oil tank & 
• stand - $200. ArtHicial Scotch 
Pine 6' Christmas tree with 
stand. Xmas lights & 
decorations. Phone 635-9258. 
(t/n-stf) 
I JUST ARRIVED AT 
QUEENSWAY TRADING 
3215 Kalum 
-NEW-- --USED-- 
P, large Assortment ol 
Great Gift Ideas for 
Everyone 
DolLs- Musical 
Wickerware- 
Rattan Sets 
Planters - 
Brass & Copper 
Jewel Boxes 
Remote Control Cars 
Battery Train Sets 
Dart Boards 
Cups & Saucers 
Clocks 
Rocking Chairs 
Coffee SOts 
Fancy Lamp Shades 
Bar Mirrors 
Wooden Kitchenware 
Radios 
Stereo- 8 track & 
cassette combinations 
Angelus Bells 
Wind Chimes 
2 Way Radios 
Lamps 
--We Gift Wrap-- 
Come In and Browse AI 
Your Leisure 
Open 6 Days a Week 9:30-6 
Friday till 9 
OPEN TILL 9 
ALL XMAS WEEK 
Will do fruit tree pruning. 
Phone 635-7685 after 5 p•m. 
(no5-7Dsff) 
Urgently required, ride to 
and from Eurocan, 'D' Shift. 
Will share gas. Phone 635. 
1095. (c5-8D) 
Wanted to Buy: one 
purebred German Shepherd 
pup- female preferrably. 
Phone 635-5363 before 5 p,m., 
ask for Ed and 635-9636 after 
5 p.m. (c3-7D) 
WANT E D 
Copies of September 12, 1978, 
Dally Herald. 
If brought to office wc'll 
pay you $2.00• (nctfn) 
Wanted to Buy: One wooden 
filing cabinet. Phone 635- 
4671. (p3-aD) 
Wanted to rent: garage fol 
winter months to store 
vehicle. Phone 635.2154 after 
5 p.m. (tfn.sff) 
2145. (p3-aD) 
3 bedroom basement suite 
for rent. Carpet (w-w), 
fridge & stove. 4733 Davis St. 
Available now. 635-2360, (pi- 
7) 
One bedroom suite for rent. 
Wall to wall carpet, un- 
furnished, with fridge and 
stove. Near downtown. 
Couples only, abstainers, 
non-smokers. No pets. $175 
per month. Phone 635-3510. 
(c5-12D) 
For Rent: The tormer Jon & 
Jan suite. 1000 sq. R. 4623 
Lakelse Ave• Phone 635.2052• 
(cffn-D7) 
Retail or 
Office Space 
2 stares total of 2800 ft. Can 
be separated to1400 ft. areas 
in choice location on Lazelle 
Shopping Centre, Terrace, 
B.C. 635-3576 or 255-1939 
Vancouver. Available Sept. 
I, 1978. (cff 
'MUSTSELL' 
By Builder, one house, new. 
1040 sq. ft• Carpet 
throughout, fireplace 
carport. 5 year new home 
warranty. CMHC approved 
& inspected. For a place you 
can afford, under $50,000. 
For appointment to view 
phone Ben Faber Con- 
struction. 
635-?878 
(c20-29D) 
. or phone 632-3413, $750 or 
3 bedroom condominium, .bestoffer.. tcl0-18D). 
LOTS FOR SALE 
Large Iota on Soucie and 
Munroe, Phone 964-4424. 
(cifn-27N) 
1971 Ford Custom. Phone 
635-2080, (pl0-19D) 
For Sule: L968 Chrysler 
Newport. Bucket seats," 
console, 383, P.S., P.B., four 
winters on, four like new 
summers. With no rust thru. 
Rebuilt trunsmission and 
starter. Very good running 
order. 20 Nass Street o view 
For Sale: 1973 Nova Hat- 
chback. 1974 Bobcat. Any 
reasonable offer accepted. 
View at 5003 Agar or phone 
638-1678after 5:30 p.m. (ps. 
7) 
Close to schools, downtown. 
Excellent condition. Low 
down payment, Phone 635- 
747 after 5 p.m. (c3.8D) 
i 
NEW HOMES 
'7' New homes in downtown 
urea for sale by HECATE 
DEVELOPMENT. Quality 
homes built by local 
builder. For more in- 
formation call 
HECATE 
DEVELOPMENT 
635-2330 
(alO-18D) 
1974 FORD :/~ ton pickup. 360 
motor, auto, radial tires, 
electronic ignition. Phone 
635-9580 after 4. (c-th,F) 
For Sale: 1978 Traits Am TA 
6.6 Special Edition. Auto, 
P.S,, P,B., black with gold 
plastripping. T top and 
many other extras. 635-3462 
after 6 p.m. (ca-aD) i 
PSYOHIATRIO 
SOCIAL WORKER II or III 
(Temporary - 12 months) 
DUTIES:  
Under the direction of the Director of the Terrace 
Mental Health Centre to provide a full range of 
clinical psychiatric social work duties including 
assessment, individual, group and family therapy 
in a multi-dlsciplinary t eatment setting. To liase 
with and provide consultative services to com- 
mtmity groups and agencies. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
A Master's degree in Social Worker and three years 
related experience; a sound theoretical knowledge 
of case work and demonstrated skills of originality 
and resourcefulness. Car and valid drivers license 
required. Canadian citizens given preference. 
CLOSING DATE:  
December 20, 1978. 
MONTHLY SALARY: 
$1,527-$I,888. 
Reply to: 
Director 
TERRACE MENTAL HEALTH CENTRE 
No. 4 • 45S4 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1S2 
Proviso: Less qualified appficants may 
be appointed at a lower level .  
For Sale: 1977 GMC Camper 
Special Pickup. Eight 
cylinder, automatic. Phone 
63,5-3750 after 4 p.m, (pl-7D) 
1974 Window Van. 1972 Ford" 
Pickup. Phone 835-6636. (cJ- 
rID) 
1973 Mercury Meteor. P.S., 
Seines 'fenders, .mrKed 
Janitorial Services for 
Human Resources and At- 
torney General offices at 
P.B., electric windows & 4642~ Lazelle Avenue, 
front seat electric rear Terrace, B.C. will be 
window defogger. Summer receivedupto3:00p.m.10eal 
radials all around. $1800 time ,the lath day of 
firm. Phone 638-1456 and ask December 1978, and thuse 
for Ron: (c5.11D) available at that ime will be 
opened in public at 
British Columbia 
Bu l ld~ Corporation, 
4827 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B,C. VSG 1K7 
Mobile home for usle. 1974 Tendering documents may 
1~'x68', three bedroom and he obtained at the above 
laundry room, storage shed. address alter 9:00 a,m, on 
Phone 688-8202 after 4:80 the 8th day of December 
p,m, (eJ-SD) 
. MOBILE HOMES 
New mobile homes 
from as low as $100.0C 
down. O.A.C. 
Set up and delivered, 
trades welcome. 
Phone collect 591. 
;105. 
:eft) 
I 
'=| 
For Sale by Tender 
4819 Walsh Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Modern three bedroom 
bungalow with ap 
proximately 1,190 
square feet. Tender 
forms must be obtained 
from the Building 
Manager'soffice. 
Sealed tender forms will 
be received up to 2 p.m. 
December 21,1918 at the 
~fice of the Building 
Manager, BHUsh 
Columbia Buildings 
Corpo~ailon,~ 482/Keith, 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., 
VSG IK1. Inquiries may 
be directed to Property 
Transaction Co- 
ordinator at 381.3516 in
Victoria, B.C. 
L.J. McKianey, Vice- 
Preaident, Planning & 
CUent Services Group. 
Thehisbestor any offer 
will not necessarily be 
accepted. 
CALL TO 
TENDER 
THE DISTRICT OF 
TERRACE would like to call 
tenders for SNOW 
REMOVAL from the Arena 
and Pool Parking Lots. 
• TENDERS should be 
forwarded to: 
Parks & Recreation 
Department 
No. S - 3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 2X6 
Attention: Snow Removal 
and should be received no. 
inter than 4:30 p.m. on 
Friday, December 8, 1978. 
(a,~O) 
~ BuHdlngsCorperatlon I 
For Sale by Tender 
Location: Goad Hope 
Lake, D. O. H. Yard, 
Former Road Fore- 
man's Residence Only. 
(A) Log House construct- 
ed of squared timbers - 
sawed on three sides. 20' 
x45' Metal Roof. 
(B) Frame Constructed 
addition 20' x 20' Metal 
Roof. 
Tender froms must be 
obtained from the Build- 
ing Manager's office. Se- 
aled tender forms will be 
received up to 2:00 p.m, 
December 28, 1978 at the 
office of the Building 
Manager, British Colum- 
bia Buildings Corpora- 
,Ion, 4827 Kellh Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K7. 
Phone 638-1191. 
inquires may be directed 
to the Property Transac- 
tion Co-ordinator at 387- 
3S16 Victoria, B.C. LJ. 
McKInney, Vice Presid- 
ent, Planning & Client 
Services Group. 
The highest or any offer 
will not necessarily be 
accepted. 
1978. 
Tenders must be filed on 
the forms provided, In 
sealed, clearly marked 
envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
eeptsd. (a2-8.) 
[ '.-.' l 
~ ~ ~ |  
Invitation toTender i
Sealed Tenders, Marked 
Janitorial Services for 
Department of Health 
Services, Commercial 
Building, Government 
Street, Hazelt0n, B.C. will be 
received up to3:00 p.m. local 
time the 18th day of 
December 1978, and these 
available at that ime will be 
opened in public at: 
British Columbia 
Buildings Corporation, 
4827 Keith Avenue, 
• Terrace, B.C. V8G 1)[7 
Tendering documents may 
he"obtained at the above 
addrcea 0r care of Charlie 
Houldeit, Court House, 
Smithers, B,C, after 9:00 
a.m. on the 7th day of 
December 1978. 
Tenders must be filed on 
the forms provided, in 
sealed, clearly marked 
envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. (a2-8) 
For Sale: 30' Taurus Travel 
Trailer, 1977. Winterized, 
fully self-contained. Phone 
635-3963 before 12 noon, 635- 
7601 after 12. (p2-7) 
Divorcel JU00 plus filing 
fees. Obtain your lawyer 
supervised ivorce over the 
phone -- fasti Call Self- 
Counsel' Services toll free 
112.800.663-3007, Chargex 
and Maaiercharge accepted. 
(eff-Th) 
NOTICE OF 
APPLICATION FOR 
CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE iS hereby given 
that an application will be 
made to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of 
~name, pursuant to the 
provisions of the "Change of 
Name Act," byme:- LARRY 
ROY ZILINSKY of Box 5 in 
Nasa Camp, in the Province 
of British Columbia, as 
follows:- 
To change my name from 
Larry Roy Zillusky, known 
as Larry Roy Zfliuskl to 
Larry Roy Zilinskl. 
Dated this 30th day of 
November, A.D. 1978, 
Larry Roy Zilinsky 
(pS-aaD) 
5 year old quarter horse, 
thoroughbred bay mare. No 
Saturday calls please. Phone 
S42~Z72 between 9 a.m. - 2 
p.m. school days and ask for 
Cathy or write: Carny 
Adams, R.R. 1, Hwy. 16, 
South Hazelton, B.C. (c3- 
IID) 
guying? 
Selling? 
O|o  
HERALD 
WANT 
ADS 
~' #"  
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Nutritious dishes for the elderly 
Meeting daily nutritional 1 can (7-ounce) water 
Home improvement, Safety And Economy 
NEW LIGHTING SAVES ENERGY 
With the hours of day- 
light getting shorter, elec- 
tricity, bills will rise as we 
turn on lights earlier both 
morning and evening. There 
are several ways to hold 
costs down while providing 
adequate, even improved 
lighting. 
Fluorescent lights use 
less energy than incandes- 
cent bulbs, and new fluores- 
cent fixtures fit into a 
standard socket. They cost 
about 40% less to operate 
and last up to ten times 
longer with greater light 
output han the 60-watt in- 
candescent they replace. 
You van also insert low- 
wattage vapor lamps into 
standard sockets. The vapor 
lamp has an average life of 
16,000 hours compared to 
about 750 for an ordinary 
household bulb. 
A dimmer switch not 
BY PAYING ATTENTION 
to home lighting, it may be 
well within your power to 
cut  your electricity bills. 
by a conventional wall 
switch, and generally the 
conversion can easily be 
done with just a sturdy 
screwdriver, like a Crescent 
with the cushion grip han- 
dle that makes turning light 
work. 
A plug-in dimmer plugs 
into a wall outlet and a 
lamp can be plugged into 
the dimmer. There are also 
only saves energy but can dimmers you can install in 
change the mood of a room a lamp cord. 
with the turn of a dial. Full- Another bright idea: sky. 
range dimmers allow you to lights. They are particularly 
dial-a-light anywhere from effective in interior areas 
completely off to fully on; where artificial light is 
hi-lo controls have two essential most of the day, 
settings, bright or dim. Both and ready-mades are avail• 
fit into the space occupied able at home-supply centers. 
ARE YOUR MEALS IRON.CLAD 
IS A QUESTION I~EING ASKED 
by Joan Flelden 
Strength and iron are often associated In Word and deed. You'll 
find that your daily meals will be strengthened, nutritionally/, If
the foods you eat contain plenty of Iron. 
Like the iron In the steel of a powerful diesel engine, the iron. 
In your body helps us to make up a substance known as 
hemoglobin in the red corpuscles in your blood. Other impor- 
tant nutrients lille protein and copper must also be present for 
the formation of this vital material. It is the red corpuscles, or 
red blood cells, which carry oxygen to the other cells through 
your body. Unless they are well supplied with hemoglobin, 
from the iron and other nutrients in the foods you eat, they may 
not work efficiently. Remember that the cells In your body 
must have plenty of oxygen to "burn" or oxidize the food you 
eat, so it can be changed into energy and strength. Although 
it s a long, roundabout process, your strength and energy 
really do depend upon the amount of iron which reaches your 
red blood cells• 
Because Its job is so important, people are often amazed to 
find that dietary iron is needed in very small amounts• A speck 
no larger than the head of a pin will supply a normal person's 
daily iron needs. 
But nutritionists tell usit is not so easy to get that essential 
"speck" of 'iron. Even the best food sources of this mineral 
(:ontrlbut(~ only minute amounts. Mea'ts, especially organ 
meats like liver and heart and sweetbreads, are excellent sour- 
ces of iron. Breads and whole grain ce=eals, leafy green vege• 
tables, dried fruits like prunes, apricots and raisins, oysters 
and other shell fish and dried beans also' provide wo,;hwhile 
amounts of Iron when eaten regularly• One other important 
source of dietary iron Is often overlooked-- that of enriched 
white flour and enriched white bread. Since February, 1953, in 
Canada extra Iron has been added, through enrichment, to 
these common, widely used foods• Only four slices of enriched 
white bread will supply one-third of the daily Iron requirement 
of an average man. This Is good news, for those who prefer 
white bread can now have their choice and many of their 
necessary nutrients too. 
Doctors and nutrition/sis remind us that an iron.poor daily 
• diet may be the'cause of a condition known as nutritional 
anemia. When you have this type of anemia your blood appears 
pale and thin and you usually feel tired and listless. Although 
shortages of other essential nutrients, like protein and the B 
vitamins, may contribute to the anemic condition, a shortage 
of iron is probably the most common cause. On the other hand, 
some people are anemic even though their meals contain plan. 
ty of iron-rich foods. Their bodies are not able to use the iron 
which Is available because of some defect In their metabolism. 
The safest general rule for an iron-clad diet is the same sen- 
sible story all over again--Every day choose balanced meals 
containing enriched or whole grain cereals and breads, meat 
And leafy vegetables. It's as easy as that. 
Joan Fie/den Is an independent home economist and is 
nutrition consultant o the Bakdry Council of Canada. 
WANTED 
. eptember 1 2, 1978 
Issues of the 
Terrace/Kitimat Daily Herald. 
We will pay $2.00 per copy. 
Must be complete issues. 
Bri=.3 to the Terrace/Kitimat 
Daily Herald Office. 
I I  
I1 I I 
,MOBILE HOME 
IMMEDIATE DELI~/ERY 
TO YOUR LOCATION 
are now•available on our lovely 14 wide and~ 
doublewide mobile homes. You choose your 
decor, and we custom build to suit. 
'Government grant of S2500 applicable. 
Expense paid fare Vancouver. return. For 
free credit check and approval please phone 
collect. 
Parker Homes of Canada Ltd. 
935-5447 
needs is important for peo- 
ple of all ages but it is essen- 
tial for the elderly. Many 
elderly persona re nutri- 
t ionally handicapped in 
several ways. 
Their financial resources 
are limited (about one-third 
of aged Americans are 
plagued by poverty; pride 
may keep them from apply- 
ing for food stamps). Arthri- 
tis or poor vision could 
inhibit senior citizens from 
shopping and preparing cer- 
tain foods. 
Too little protein in the 
daily diet may cause an 
older person to become 
easily fatigued and more 
susceptible to infections. 
Whole milk and eggs are 
lower cost sources of pro- 
tein~ however, they are high 
in cholesterol and saturated 
fats, risk factors associated 
with coronary heart disease. 
All of this means that you 
cannot ake the good nutri- 
tion of your elderly relatives 
for granted. 
You can substitute skim 
milk for whole milk end still 
provide protein and calcium 
for strong bones and teeth. 
Egg Beaters Cholesterol-free 
Egg Substitute provides the 
good nutrition and farm 
fresh taste of eggs without 
the cholesterol. 
The elderly tend to eat 
less so it is important that 
what they eat be nutritious. 
Fruit--dried, canned or 
fresh--and custards are ex- 
cellent choices. The follow- 
ing custard recipes are made 
with skim milk and Egg 
Beater& Savory Tuna Custard 
is an easy-treat entree. The 
egg s'ubetitute and budget- 
minded tunu provide a 
double dose of nrotein. 
• r J ~ . 
Orange R,ce Cu~rd ,s a 
wholesome dessert. ~. ~ 
Drop in on an elderly re- 
lative or friend and share 
these recipes. For more 
nutritious dishes, send for 
your free copy of Sensible 
Eating Can Be Delicious. 
Simply send your name and 
address to Fieischmann's 
Egg Beaters, P.O. Box 201, 
Madison Square Station, 
New York, N,Y. 10010. 
SAVORY TUNA 
CUSTARD 
3/4 cup Egg Beaters 
Cholesterol-free 
Egg Substitute 
packed tuna, drained 
and flaked 
1/2 cup frozen peas, 
thawed 
2 tablespoons grated 
onion 
2 tablespoons chopped 
parsley 
114 teaspoon salt 
1/4 teaspoon thyme 
leaves, crushed 
Generous dash pepper 
I cup skim milk, scalded 
Combine Egg Beaters egg 
substitute, tuna, peas, onion, 
parsley, salt, thyme .qnd 
pepper. Gradually stir in 
milk. Pour into a t-1/2-pint 
baking dish. Set in a pan of 
hot water about 1.inch deep. 
Bake at 350OF. about 30 
minutes, or until knife in- 
serted in center of custard 
comes out clean. 
Makes 3 servings. 
Savory Tuna Custard and Orange Rice Custard provide 
good nut r i t ion  end good eating for senior citizen s. 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
TO DOG OWNERS 
i .  
- ~ ,  
Dogs found running at large and harassing :'~ 
big game during the period Dec. 1, 1978 /.~ 
to November 30,1979 in Management =: 
Units 6-15, 6-10, 6-9, 6-3, 6-11,6-16,  -~ 
6-17B, 6-14 (Terrace wildlife district) may ::= 
be destroyed by any Conservation Officer • 
or Constable. 
Province of Bdtish Columbia 
Ministry of Recreation and Conservation 
Fisl~ & Wildlife Branch 
, a  mw~ 
WANTED 
CARRIERS 
. , - ?  
, ,o  
-%, .  
fo r  ...... the  
2800 Block Hall, Ew 
? i 
;; ,  •? 
.green, 
Kalum, Keefer & Cramer 
Also 
Ko f o ed Drive 
Hemlock and Dogwood 
in Thornhill 
635-6357 
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Dear Abby 
DEAR ABBY: l'm22andmy boss is 55. What storted. 
out as friendly business lunches has gradually turned 
into steady dating. 
Last week, out of the blue, he proposed marriage, 
saying I was the girl he's been waiting for all his life. 
He's wonderful, charming, considerate, generous 
and easy to get along with. And he's wealthy. The 
trouble is that I am not passionately in love with him. 
Also, I have the feeling that he is more in love with my 
youth than he is with me. 
Is there any way I can turn him down gently and 
keep the path open for a platonic friendship? Do you 
think I'm being overly romantic for wanting to he 
passionately in love with the man I marry? And am I 
foolish for not grabbing him? 
WANTS LOVE 
DEAR WANTS: Whether you can keep him as a 
friend after you tom hlm down will depend on him. If 
he does continue to date you, however, you may think 
of him as a friend, but you can bet he'll be in there 
pitching hard trying to get you to change your mind. 
No, ! dou't think you're "overly romantic" for 
wanting to be "passlougtely in love" with the man you 
marry. If the chemistry 'IS wrong, It's wrong, A~I 
that's what l'd tell hlm. 
DEAR ABBY: My husband of 32 years and father of 
our four children told me in no uncertain terms that he 
wanted me tolose weight-or else. We made a deal, He 
said ff I would get down to my normal weight, he would 
quit drinking. 
Over the years he has gambled, drunk to excess and 
used street language. He has been unfaithful many 
times, too--always coming to me With a confession 
afterward so I would be sure to know what a indy-killer 
he was. Each time I forgave him. 
Well, I went on a diet, and now I'm nearly down to the 
weight I was when we were married, but he hasn't 
stopped rinking. I told him no more sex until he stops 
drinking, so he says be will find a "broad" (his term) 
who will give him sex whenever he wants it, and he'll 
drink as much as he wants to and there's no way I can 
stop him. 
Was I wrong to give him thai ultimatum when his 
promise meant nothing? Our sex life was the best hing 
about our marriage and I still love him. 
FOOL 
DEAR FOOL: Yes. Withholding sex from him as a 
punishment is indeed foolish. Not only do you deprive 
yourself when you deprive him, but you provide him 
with a perfect excuse for going elsewhere. 
DEAR ABBY: My sister separated from her 
husband a few months ago. Shewants a divorce. He did 
not hurt or misuse her in any way. 
I gave my son a graduation Party and invited my 
sister's husband. I have a large yard and thought there 
would be plenty of room for both of them. 
When my sister arrived and saw her husband there, 
she left immediately. In a few minutes he called me, 
crying and telling me how upset she was. She asked 
why I invited, him ff I wanted her there. I tried to tell 
her I thought he had the right to attend his nephew's 
graduation party. I tried to calm her down, but she 
screamed at me and hung up the phone. 
Was I wrong to ask him? My sister is not talking to 
me. Should I try to make amends? 
HAVING REGRETS 
DEAR HAVING: You should not have surprised your 
sister by' having her estranged husband there. You 
should have asked her In advance ff she would be 
comfortable in his company. Try to make amends. You 
were in ~e wrong, 
Horoscope 
DECEMBER 7,1978 
TO findout what 
the stars say, read the 
forecast given for your birth 
Sign. 
ARIF~ M ,.--t~'P 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 1~,"~ 
Watch out for careless 
expenditure in the a.m. Don't 
let restlessness lead to tern- 
peramental behavior later. Be 
reserved in speech. 
TAURUS ~ '  
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Don't get carried away by 
romantic possibilities in the 
morning hours. A close 
associate may be touchy about 
money. 
GEMINI IN~.  
(May 21 to June 20) 
It may be hard to stay on 
that diet right now and you 
may simply not be in the mood 
for working. Don't be flippant 
in your casual rmnarks. 
CANCF  
(June 21 to July 22) 
A cockeyed optimism re 
financial matters could lead to 
overspending. Romance 
seems thrilling, but dates may 
be expensive. Accent 
moderation. 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 
You may feel like royalty, 
but you can't really afford a 
throne for the living room at 
present. Watch cash outlay. 
Protect savings. 
vm o 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
You may let the eat out of 
the bag when off guard today. 
Blowing off steam in the p.m. 
may only stir up trouble at 
home. 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
could boomerang and. hdrt 
you. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Promises made over 
cocktails may be empty ones, 
Particularly ff they pertain to 
career interests. Avoid an 
argument witha friend about 
money. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Careless work performance 
Don't pick up the tab at during the morning hours 
lunch, if your aim is to ira- could lead to a confrontation 
press others with your with a superior in the p.m. 
largesse. Avoid .cutting Watch diet. 
rmuarks, especially during 
working hours. YOU BORN TODAY are 
mental, analytical, a~d less 
SCORPIO IN .~C,  breezy than the typical 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) . .v r 'd f -  Sagittariun. You should 
You're susceptible to specialize and try to become 
flattery today, so remain an authority in your field. 
level-headed. In the afternoon, Reflective by nature, you may 
avoid acting in haste and 
impulsive buying, be drawn towards writing, 
SAGITrARIUS ~ your music, thinking law, a dbe education, a guide Let to
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) ~e0~P" action and you will gain a 
Don't let hopes for the future reputation as one who has the 
make you neglect immediate courage of his convictions. 
tasks. Insisting on your own Originality marks your 
way in the p.m. could lead to a thinking, but don't forget to 
hassle, have tolerance for the other 
CAPRICORN ~f~ fellow's point of view. Bit- 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) vu~ thdate of Willa Cather, 
Well-intentioned friends novelist; Eli Wullach, actor; 
may give you the bum steer e and NoamChomsky, educatur. 
an investment. Be tactful in 
the afternoon as your words (~1978 King Features Syndicate. inc. 
I ~  , .  
O l~r /O  U~,ver lo l  P ,e l t  Sy~:Jk~gde 
"If they ever edit this for television, it'll run about 
" I I  two m,nutes. 
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Crossword 
ACROSS 
I -- transit 
(L.) 
4 Young girl 
8 African lake 
'12 Grape 
13" -- 's Irish 
Rose" 
14 Ethereal 
(poetic) 
15 Jawbone 
17 Nominate 
18 Rocky hill 
19 Certain 
fisherman 
21 Dazzles 
24 Theater 
sign 
25 Ingredient 
.of sealing 
wax 
26 Watering 
place 
28 Roman 
underworld 
god 
32 Unctuous 
34 Hitherto 
36 Except 
37 Engender 
39 Mythical 
bird 
41 Born 60 Dyeing 
42 Humming- apparatus 
bird 61 Barrier 
44 Rash DOWN 
46 Hunting dog 1 An epitome 
50 Fragrant 2 Yellow 
herb bugle 
51 Very 3 Type of 
black hymm" 
52 Galloped 4 Scottish 
easily proprietors 
56 Otherwise 5 Poorest 
57 Arrow ' fleece 
poison 6 Dregs 
58 Slender . 7 Prophets 
finial 8 Precentors 
59 Exploit 9 Warmth 
Average solution time: 23 rain. 
FA1GIAmSIEIPl ~m I INIAI 
11-16 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
l0 Weapon 
(Fr.) 
11 Stainer 
16 Assume 
20 Rio de - 
21 Bubble 
22 Hidden 
place 
Keep watch 
27 Atmosphere 
comb. form 
29 Ate into 
30 Layer of 
the iris 
.~;l Ooze 
33 Longed 
35 -- Thumb 
38 Roman 506 
40 Plains VIP 
43 Sori of 
rust fungi 
45 Owing 
46 Take 
notice 
47 Competent 
48 -- of 
Sharon 
49 Tolled 
53 Born 
54 Environ- 
mental org. 
55 Obscure 
2 3 ._~.._4 5 
12 ~13 
I,°1 
I 
II 
25 ~26 
37 138 
N 
8,, m,  I, ,,o ,, 
m" I m17 w,9 2oL  
53 I i 54 55 
58 57 
60 ~61 
CRVPTOQUIP l I- 16 
DMJ  KEPMJNB NPBFCBM CK NPED-  
NPWWPJW WCBBPF  
Yesterday's Cryptoquip -- DISCOTHEQUE DISQUIETS 
SHY, DOE-EYED COED. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: E equals R 
The Cryptoqalp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you thin~ that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout he puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
('c.) 1978 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN By Stan Lee and John Romita 
Lo = oun', J, 
WORLD/ HERE '~ ~."  _'~;~LI~ 
COMES PETER %- - r~ d lg"~~ 
~ARKER, AVERAGE ~ ~L'~(~b'x@t~J 
CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
the WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
i "TITUTE 
j 
i iii~ 
B.C. 
Im l l ;~wm, .~ lN  
• By Johnny Hart 
Wot.RN& ¢oWd HP~ ~'T'~Nl~le ~I~ ROAST. 1 
AND fLL  ~ ~ A WOMAN WI-~O JUST CAUC~T" 
IZ7 
DOONESBURY By Gary Trudeau 
Y~, ~R, I 
Ir~ R~.4lzy C l¢~ /Hy 
Y~, IS, VT" HAIR A LIT7~. 
